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SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGERS AND RISK BEHAVIOR:  
TESTING THE SITKIN AND PABLO MODEL 
by 
Willie Frank Thompson 
 
 The frequency of supply chain disruptions is increasing and the resulting costs 
amplify with the growth of supply chain density and complexity.  Supply chain managers 
serve a pivotal role in ensuring continued firm competitiveness and success.  Having the 
right person whose risk preferences, propensity to take risks, and history dealing with 
risks match the needs of the company is important.  A foundational study performed by 
Sitkin and Pablo (1992) proposed a conceptual model focused on specific predictors of 
risk behavior from the individual, organizational, and problem-related perspectives.  
Questions still remain to the validity of the model given that it has not been fully tested.   
With the gaps in the current literature, the purpose of this study is to examine (1) does the 
Sitkin and Pablo (1992) model serve as a valid fit to measure supply chain manager’s 
propensity and perception of risk and (2) how does the managerial disruption perspective 
affects the risk perceptions/risk behavior relationship?  The findings of the study will 
contribute to theoretical development through the expansion of the managerial disruption 
perspective on risk perceptions and through addressing the mediating relationship of risk 
propensity and risk perception on risk behaviors.  Empirical testing is performed using a 
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The frequency of supply chain disruptions is increasing and the resulting costs 
tend to amplify as supply chain density and complexity grow (Altay & Ramirez, 2010).  
Today’s supply chains are designed to be leaner which can have a catastrophic impact on 
a firm’s ability to respond and continue operations if a disruption was to occur (Zsidisin, 
Ragatz, & Melnyk, 2005).  A study of industry executives found the number of 
companies experiencing supply chain disruptions between 2009 and 2011 grew by 15 
percent resulting in increased economic losses of approximately $350 billion (Langley, 
2012).  Compounding the issue, the Supply Chain Resilience 2013 global survey reported 
that 75 percent of companies experienced a supply chain disruption within the past year 
(Business Continuity Institute, 2013).  With leaner supply chains and the unpredictability 
of disruptions, organizations are more vulnerable with only a small margin for error when 
a disruption takes place (Kleindorfer & Saad, 2005).   
The supply chain disruption impact can also reduce a company’s competitive 
advantage, harm a company’s reputation, and the company’s worth (Sodhi, Son, & Tang, 
2012), cutting the share price of impacted companies as much as 10 percent (Hendricks 
& Singhal, 2003).  When a disruption occurs, the extent to which supply chain decision 




(Waters, 2011).  Given the financial costs and impact to market share associated with 
supply chain disruptions, firms are starting to take supply chain disruptions more 
seriously (Faden, 2014; Hofmann, Busse, Bode, & Henke, 2013; Wagner & Bode, 2008). 
Given a typical supply chain’s growing vulnerabilities, the management of the 
supply chain is becoming more important in handling the challenges of increased supply 
chain risks (Mangan & Christopher, 2005).  In managing supply chains, nothing is more 
essential than having the right person with the right skills in the key position (Slone, 
Dittman, & Mentzer, 2010).  Important for managers designing supply chains is 
knowledge regarding the characteristics of disruption risks (Wagner & Bode, 2006).  
Whereas these key employees may vary with regards to risk preferences, propensity to 
take risks, their history dealing with risks, and their managerial disruption perspective, 
supply chain managers serve a strategic role in maintaining an organization’s 
competitiveness and success (Mangan & Christopher, 2005).  Supply chain managers are 
being given the majority of the responsibility for risk management to secure the supply 
chains’ reliability and ability to deliver (Norrman & Jansson, 2004).   
A classic example involves a fire in an Albuquerque, New Mexico, Philips’ 
semiconductor fabrication plant which destroyed millions of cellphones’ worth of chips 
(Sheffi, 2005).  The customers of the plant including Nokia were informed of the problem 
and the quick response by Nokia’s purchasing manager Tapio Markki set in motion 
actions that secured every available chip from every available source.  Through these 
valiant efforts, Nokia was able to avoid disrupting its customers.  The personnel at the 




and by the time the severity of the problem was realized, it was too late and replacement 
chips were unavailable.  Ericsson ended up with more than $2.34 billion in losses and 
getting out of the telephone handset production market. Nokia increased its share of the 
handset market from 27 to 30 percent. 
1.2 Research Gaps  
 While disruption risks’ prevalence in the supply chain has been shown through 
the extant literature (e.g. Autry & Bobbitt, 2008; Rao & Goldsby, 2009; Svensson, 2002) 
current understanding of the role that supply chain managers serve in addressing or 
eliminating disruption risks and vulnerabilities is deficient.  One potential avenue to help 
fill this deficiency is a foundational study performed by Sitkin and Pablo (1992) which 
proposed a conceptual model focused on specific predictors of an individual’s risk 
behavior from the individual, organizational, and problem-related perspectives.  A key 
contribution of their conceptual model is positing mediation.  Rather than these three 
predictor contexts exerting a direct effect on risky behavior, they are posited by Sitkin 
and Pablo as mediated by risk propensity and risk perception.  Specifically, individual 
factors are mediated by risk propensity and both organizational and problem-related 
factors are mediated by risk perception (Sitkin & Weingart, 1995).  While the Sitkin and 
Pablo (1992) article is frequently cited in marketing and management literature (e.g., 
Lumpkin & Dess, 1996; Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995; McCarter, Mahoney, & 
Northcraft, 2011; Sitkin & Weingart, 1995; Ulaga & Reinartz, 2011; West & Sargeant, 
2004; Zhu et al., 2012), questions still remain pertaining to the validity of the model 




 An additional gap within the literature emerges when considering managers’ risk 
behavior under each of the studied disruption perspectives, something the Sitkin and 
Pablo (1992) model does not consider.  A manager’s disruption perspective reflects how 
an individual’s orientation to alignment between self and organization can affect the 
individual’s risk perception (Wasserman, 2006).  A manager’s disruption perspective can 
be viewed through two theoretical lenses--agency theory and stewardship theory—which 
align with their self-determined view of their personal role in the firm’s supply chain.  
Under agency theory agents of the firm have low identification with it and are motivated 
by extrinsic factors such as income, working conditions, and status (Cadoz-Diez et al, 
2005). Alternatively, stewardship theory focuses on long-term utility instead of short-
term opportunistic behavior (Hernandez, 2012).  Stewards have a close identity with the 
firm, and are motivated by intrinsic factors such as achievement, personal satisfaction, 
and recognition (Caldwell et al., 2008; Davis et al., 1997).  The two theories are 
complementary with each more applicable to executives and situations to which the other 
theory is less applicable (Wasserman, 2006).  
1.3 Statement of Purpose 
 Given the gaps in the current literature, the purpose of this dissertation is to 
examine (1) does the Sitkin and Pablo (1992) model serve as a valid fit to measure supply 
chain manager’s propensity and perception of risk and (2) how does the managerial 






1.4 Research Contributions 
To address the validity of the Sitkin and Pablo (1992) conceptual model, my 
dissertation will look at supply chain managers’ orientation to risky behavior and how it 
is influenced through risk propensity and risk perception. This research contributes to 
theory building through addressing the mediating relationship of risk propensity and risk 
perception on risk behavior.  Decisions in the supply chain are not based solely on facts 
and figures, but also involve less tangible elements such as emotional and attitudinal 
influences (Cottrill & Rice, 2013).  A working knowledge of these factors can improve 
decision making and help managers to better employ the correct people.  Thus, when 
disruptions occur they can deploy that talent to minimize the negative effects of the 
disruption (Cottrill & Rice, 2013).   
This dissertation contributes to theoretical development through the expansion of 
the managerial disruption perspective on risk perceptions.  The moderator managerial 
disruption perspective will be introduced to the model to look at the relationship as a 
moderator of the risk perception/risk behavior relationship established by Sitkin and 
Weingart (1995).  This approach has been applied to the ethical and social aspects of a 
manager’s actions (Godos-Diez et al., 2011) but not to a supply chain professional’s 
perception toward risk behaviors.  Understanding this perspective toward actions 
provides a better insight of the individual and what to expect from the person when risk 
situations arise.  This knowledge could assist companies in developing incentives that 
match factors which motivate the person in addressing risky situations.  This research 




understanding the factors affecting a supply chain managers’ risk propensity and risk 
perceptions.  As shown in the computer chip fire example, a supply chain professional’s 
actions can greatly affect the outcome of a disruption.  Given the number of disruptions 
and billions in associated losses, the stakes are high (Hult, Craighead, & Ketchen, 2010).   
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.  Chapter 2 begins with a 
review of the literature followed by an introduction of the Sitkin and Pablo (2002) model, 
the role of cumulative prospect theory, construct definitions, and research hypotheses 
development.  Chapter 3 provides a plan for the methodology of data collection, the 
measures utilized, and the approach for analysis of the result.  Chapter 4 will include the 
results and an explanation of the findings.  Chapter 5 will provide discussions, 







CHAPTER 2  
 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT 
 
 
The aim of the chapter is to provide a theoretical model on which the research is 
built, present the theory used to support the research, and conceptualization of the 
research hypotheses.  The chapter begins with a review of the Sitkin and Pablo (1992) 
reconceptualized model of the determinants of risk behavior.  After proposing the 
framework, cumulative prospect theory will be discussed as it relates to this study.  Then 
constructs will be theoretically defined followed by the development of the hypothesized 
linkages.  
2.1 Overview of the Sitkin and Pablo (1992) Model 
Using prospect theory, Sitkin and Pablo proposed their model, shown in Figure 1.  
The model was developed as a means for exposing and reconciling contradictions in risk 
behavior research.  The focus by most scholars on single determinants of risky behavior 
did not reflect the complexities of real life and has led to potentially inaccurate 
conclusions about the causes of risk behavior.  Risk is inherent in all strategic decisions 
as “there is some degree of uncertainty associated with decision outcomes, and some 
outcomes are more desirable” (Pablo, Sitkin, & Jemison, 1996, p. 724).  Decisions are 




(b) decision goals are more difficult to achieve, or (c) the potential outcome set includes 
some extreme consequences” (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992, p. 11).  
Supply chain disruptions are real risks and have been heightened through the 
removal of buffers offered by safety stock, extended lead times, or excess capacity 
(Zsidisin, Ragatz, & Melnyk, 2005).  Supply disruption risks are defined as “the total 
potential loss associated with the disruption of supply of a particular purchased item from 
a particular supplier” (Ellis, Henry, & Shockley, 2010, p.36).  Supply chain performance 
is undermined from risk resonating from various sources within the supply chain 
(Wagner & Bode, 2008).  The magnitude of supply disruptions is defined by the 
perception of the loss severity that may result from a disruption (Ellis et al., 2010).  
Zsidisin, Ragatz, and Melnyk (2005, p. 47) stated “the central challenge now facing 
companies and managers is how to plan for and then respond to devastating disruptions.” 
According to the Sitkin and Pablo (1992), many of the characteristics that had 
previously been presented as having direct influence on risk behavior actually influence 
the risk behavior indirectly via risk propensity and risk perception.   The authors also 
proposed that through this model many of the contradictory findings of past studies are 
reconcilable in a manner “that clarifies the relative influence of risk propensity and risk 
perception on risk behavior” (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992, p. 10).  They suggest the problem 
with initial studies did not involve incorrect findings, but ones misinterpreted because the 
contexts within which they were studied were too limited. 
The model includes three clusters of characteristics that influence a decision 




organizational characteristics, and problem-related characteristics.  The individual 
characteristics include risk preferences, risk propensity, and risk perception.  In further 
defining the model, Sitkin and Pablo identified risks preferences as an individual 
characteristics related to risk propensity.  This dissertation will use the term “factor” as 
incorporated in earlier research (e.g., Ellis et al., 2010; Pablo, 1997) to distinguish the 
antecedent characteristics.  Sitkin and Pablo added to the model two other individual 
factors, inertia and outcome history.  The corporate factors of the model include 
leadership influence, social influence, and organization control systems.  Problem-related 
factors in the model include problem domain familiarity and problem framing.  The 
model is shown below in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1. Sitkin and Pablo (1992) Model of Determinants of Risky Decision-Making 
Behavior 
 
                         
Note:  Dashed line between Risk Perception and Risk Behavior 
indicates past research suggested the relations, but Sitkin and Pablo 




2.2 Cumulative Prospect Theory 
 In developing their model Sitkin and Pablo (1992) noted that previous decision-
making behavior studies focused on single determinants of risk behavior that Sitkin and 
Pablo stated did not reflect the true complexities of real life.  One theory they mentioned 
was the influential prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Sitkin & Pablo (1992).  
Prospect theory was originally presented as an alternative to address a shortcoming of 
expected utility theory, the long-time dominant model of individual decision making 
under uncertainty (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).  Prior research suggests that actual 
behavior involving individual choice is often different from behavior predicted by 
expected utility theory (Ellis et al., 2010; Fischhoff, 1992; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).  
Prospect theory assumed that “the carriers of values are changes in wealth or welfare, 
rather than to the final state” (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, p. 277).  Prospect theory 
proposed that an individual’s risk behavior is determined in how a situation is framed 
(Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  According to the theory, perception is adjusted to a person’s 
evaluation of changes and differences rather than to the evaluation of absolute 
magnitudes.  When a person responds to a situation, a person’s perception or reference 
point is developed by past experiences and the present context of the situation 
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).  This reference point and the way choice problems are 
coded and edited during the decision analysis.  The outcomes are then coded as gains or 
losses based upon the person’s reference point. The theory proposes the losses will 




In prospect theory, value is defined as deviations from the reference point 
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). The theory incorporates decision weights that are 
multiplied with the outcome value.  “Decision weights measure the impact of events on 
the desirability of prospects, and not merely the perceived likelihood of these events” 
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979, p.280).  They are inferred from choices between prospects 
much as subjective probability is inferred from preferences (Kahneman & Tversky, 
1979).  As prospect theory is proposed as a model of choices, therefore it is theorized that 
the measurement of values and decision weights should be based on specific prospects 
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979).   
Prospect theory was not without its problems.  In their seminal article, Sitkin and 
Pablo (1992) pointed out three studies with results contradictory to prospect theory.  Two 
studies, focusing on an individual’s previous risk-taking and its outcomes to predict the 
individual’s future behavior toward risk in the future, found a willingness to take a risk to 
protect prior gains where prospect theory predicted a risk adverse behavior (Osborn & 
Jackson, 1988; Thaler & Johnson, 1990).  Another study found individuals become risk 
adverse when threatened with likely losses, a reaction opposite than prospect theory 
predicts (Staw, Sandelands, & Dutton, 1981).  
That same year prospect theory was extended by Tversky and Kahneman (1992) 
to include uncertainty as well to risk prospects with any number of outcomes.  The 
resulting theory was named cumulative prospect theory. The theory resulted in different 
evaluations of gains and losses, not identified in the original prospect theory and 




p. 298).  Cumulative prospect theory adds a weighting function to transform probability 
distributions to accommodate some violations of expected utility theory (Neilson & 
Stowe, 2002).  The revised theory assumes losses carry more weight than gains (Nilsson, 
Rieskamp & Wagenmakers, 2011). 
 In revising prospect theory into cumulative prospect theory, the theory further 
supports that the phenomena of choice includes risk seeking and loss aversion. While 
problems with prospect theory were identified by Sitkin and Pablo (1992), the revised 
theory will better serve in the testing of the Sitkin and Pablo model in this dissertation.  
“This development extends prospect theory to uncertain prospects, as well as to risky 
prospects, with any number of outcomes while preserving most of its essential features” 
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1992, p. 300).   
2.3 Defining the Relevant Constructs from Sitkin and Pablo (1992) Model 
 Table 1 presents the definitions of the constructs used in this study.  This includes 
the constructs considered relevant from the Sitkin and Pablo (1992) model. Further, 
additional relevant constructs from subsequent literature which are examined within the 
study are defined within this table. 
2.3.1 Risk behavior.  Risk behavior is defined as taking or avoiding actions that 
may cause outcomes varying significantly and resulting in gains or losses (Das & Teng, 
1997; Wagner & Bode, 2008).  Wagner and Bode (2008), addressing supply chain 
business realities, chose the view that risk behavior should not be a gamble but behavior 




consider a behavior as risky, the person involved must believe the more numerous the 
potential for losses, the greater the behavior risk (Yates, 1992).   
“Actions that mitigate one risk can end up exacerbating another” (Chopra & 
Sodhi, 2004, p.54).  While companies move to become leaner, they expect the 
vulnerability of their supply chain to increase (Juttner, 2005). For example, reducing 
buffers and redundancies lessens a supply chain’s ability to absorb disruptions that occur 
within the supply chain (Stecke & Kumar, 2009).  Dependence on a single supplier can 
substantially increase supply chain disruptions risks (Stecke & Kumar, 2009).  
Paradoxically, the more efficient supply chains are creating newer risk sources and 
thereby adding vulnerability (Giunipero & Eltantawy, 2004). 
2.3.2 Risk propensity.  Risk propensity is defined as an individual’s current 
tendency either to choose more or less risky alternatives (Sitkin & Weingart, 1995).  The 
current tendency aspect of risk propensity has been debated within the current literature.  
MacCrimmon and Wehrung (1984) found that some people are consistent in risk taking 
measures and could be considered as consistent risk seekers or consistent risk averters. 
Other research has found risk propensity inconsistent across different situations and 
dependent on the chance of potential gains or losses (Bromiley & Curley, 1992; 
Highhouse & Yuce, 1966).  A person’s attitude toward risk may differ across different 
risk situations and different times (Nicholson et al., 2005; Weber, 2010).  With risk 
propensity there is the willingness of the decision maker to make a choice at an 






Table 1.  Definitions of Constructs 
Construct Definition Context Source 
Risk Behavior Taking or avoiding actions that 
may cause outcomes varying 
significantly and resulting in 
gains or losses 
Entrepreneurs;  
760 German business 
executives 
 
Das & Teng, 1997; 
Wagner & Bode, 2008 
Risk propensity An individual’s current 
tendency to either choose more 
or less risky alternatives 
38 MBA students and 
63 undergraduate 
students 
Sitkin & Weingart, 
1995 
Risk perception Decision maker’s assessment 
of the consequences of the 
alternatives and their 
probabilities of occurrence 
inherent in a situation 
Model development Baird & Thomas, 1985; 




Decision maker’s stable 
partiality or disdain for risk 
(i.e., attitude) fostered by the 
individual’s personal beliefs or 
experiences about risk 
Book;   
entrepreneurs 
Douglas & Wildavsky, 
1983; Brockhaus, 1980 
Outcome 
History 
Degree to which the decision 
maker believes decisions based 
upon previous experiences 
have resulted in successful or 
unsuccessful conclusions 
Senior managers in 
purchasing from broad 
range of manufacturing 
sectors and firm sizes. 
38 MBA students and 
63 undergraduate 
students 
Bode et al., 2011; Sitkin 




“The confidence level that 
results from increased levels of 
past experiences with supply 
chain disruption risks” 
Model development Sitkin & Pablo, 1992,    
p. 22 
Organizational 
control system – 
process 
A firm that advocates 
following preset decision-
making procedures 
Managers of sales firms Oliver & Anderson, 
1994 
Organizational 
control system – 
outcome 
A firm that emphasizes the end 
results rather than the steps 
used to reach the end results 




The perception of support from 
organization management to 
take steps to reduce risks 
Senior managers in 
purchasing from a broad 
range of manufacturing 
industry sectors and 
firm size (Bode et al., 
2011). 
Meta-analysis (Rivis & 
Sheeran, 2003) 
Bode et al., 2011; Rivis 




The inclination to behave for 
individual benefit versus to 
behave in the best interest of 
the organization and all 
stakeholders 




2.3.3 Risk perception.  Risk perception is defined as a decision maker’s 
assessment of the consequences of alternatives and their probabilities of occurrence 
inherent in a situation (Baird & Thomas, 1985; Dowling, 1986; Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  
Risk perception is influenced by the degree of situational uncertainty, the controllability 
of the uncertainty, and confidence in those assessments (Baird & Thomas, 1985).  Risk 
perception is “an important explanatory variable because it can help to explain variation 
in individual risk behavior within the bounds generally defined by risk propensity” 
(Sitkin & Pablo, 1992, p. 29).   
2.3.4 Individual factors 
 
2.3.4.1 Risk preferences.  Risk preferences are defined as a decision maker’s 
stable partiality or disdain for risk (i.e., attitude) fostered by the individual’s personal 
beliefs or experiences about risk (Brockhaus, 1980; Douglas & Wildavsky, 1983).  
Decision makers have tendencies attracting them to or moving them from alternatives 
perceived with higher risk.  The subjective nature of risk preference arises in what is 
considered a loss, its significance, and its chance of occurring are peculiar to the person 
concerned (Brachinger & Weber, 1997).   
As most real-world decisions involve the decision maker being called upon to 
make choices rather than to state a certainty equivalent, risk preference is revealed 
through a person’s actions (Hsee & Weber, 1999).  Attitudes toward risk can quantify 
“the degree to which a person finds perceived risk attractive (or unattractive) and 
therefore the person will choose alternatives that carry greater (or less) risk, all other 




2.3.4.2 Outcome history.  Outcome history is defined as the degree to which the 
decision maker believes decisions based upon previous experiences have resulted in 
successful or unsuccessful conclusions (Bode, et al, 2011; Sitkin & Weingart, 1995).  
Outcome history is the evidence upon which a person assesses chances for future success 
(Taylor, et al., 1996).  Through the outcome history an individual’s level of confidence is 
built in using the full range of available responses, because there is a better understanding 
of the response-outcome relationship (Daft & Weick, 1984; Fiol & Lyles, 1985).  The 
feeling of riskiness of choice options lowers through familiarity with the risky choice 
options or with the risky choice domain (Weber, 2010).  
2.3.5  Problem-related factors 
2.3.5.1 Problem domain familiarity.  Problem domain familiarity is defined as 
“the confidence level that results from increased levels of past experience in supply chain 
disruption risks” (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992, p. 22).  Problem domain familiarity is declared as 
a key factor contributing to risk perception (Dimov & Shepherd, 2005).  With familiarity 
comes less perceived risk (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  Factors for assessing perceptions of 
risk, return, opportunities, and threats are relevant knowledge and understanding (Dimov 
& Shepherd, 2005).   
Decisions by the supply chain manager must be weighted not only on how it 
affects one aspect of the supply chain, but by the impact on the supply chain’s full 
performance (Sloan, Dittmann, & Mentzer, 2010).  Factors for assessing perceptions of 




& Shepherd, 2005).  People develop a more realistic perception when they have either 
direct or indirect experience (Sjoberg, 2000). 
2.3.6 Organizational factors.  Two reward systems related to risk were 
conceptualized by Sitkin and Pablo (1992) drawing upon Ouchi (1977).  The first is 
based upon an appropriate decision-making process (process control) and the second 
bases rewards on the results of the actions taken (outcome control).  Outcome and 
behavior controls are considered as polar opposites and by treating them as separate 
constructs research findings should reflect how management may elect to position 
strategy at various levels between the extremes (Oliver & Anderson, 1994).   
While Sitkin and Pablo (1992) treat organizational control system as one variable 
this dissertation follows previous research which expanded this variable into two parts—
organizational control system process and organizational control system outcome (Ouchi, 
1977).  Few organizations are likely to operate a control system that is completely based 
upon processes or completely based upon outcome (Cravens, et al., 1993).  Agency 
theory suggests behavior based and outcome based strategies of control (Eisenhart, 
1985).  This dissertation separates the two systems into separate constructs of 
organizational control system process and organizational control system outcome.  
2.3.6.1 Organizational control system – process.  Organizational control system - 
process is defined as a firm that advocates following preset decision-making procedures 
(Ouchi, 1977).  With such a process the thought follows that a decision may involve risk 
but it is for the organization and not to the individual (Ouchi, 1977).  In an organization 




which can be observed, monitored, and counted (Ouchi, 1977).  In a given situation, the 
organizational control systems can “foster perceptions of either high or low risk because 
what they reward and punish focuses attention on different aspects of the decision-
making process” (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992, p. 24).   
2.3.6.2 Organizational control system – outcome.  The second organizational 
control system focuses on the ultimate output.  Organizational control system - outcome 
is defined as when a firm emphasizes the end results rather than the steps used to reach 
the end results (Ouchi, 1977).  Outcome based controls, more of a laissez-faire approach, 
assume employees having the knowledge, skills, and ability to determine their direction 
and the effort level needed to achieve the firm’s goals (Coff, 2002; Oliver & Anderson, 
1994).  When behaviors are difficult for managers to observe, outcome based controls 
can be used to motivate (Eisenhardt, 1985).  This form of control decentralizes control 
while providing the incentives and responsibilities for results that benefit the firm (Snell, 
1992).  One deterrent of this system lies in the lack of a mechanism to prevent mistakes 
before they occur.  Since the employee bears more risk under this control system, the 
individual may likely be likely risk-averse (Snell, 1992).   
2.4 Defining Additional Constructs Within the Proposed Model 
 This dissertation has the potential to add to the model’s predictability with two 
new constructs not included in the original Sitkin and Pablo (1992) model: leadership 
influence and managerial disruption perspective. The focus of corporate factors in this 
study is on three factors directly influencing the risk perception of the individual decision 




with which the individual deals.  Leadership influence was identified by Sitkin & Pablo 
(1992) as the most often cited source of influence by decision makers developing 
perceptions of risk.   
Once an individual’s risk perception is formed a factor not considered by Sitkin 
and Pablo is how the individual approaches the risk behavior.  No behavior is more 
important to supply chain excellence than all functions pulling together in unison (Slone 
et al., 2010).  If the supply chain manager, who is becoming more important, with 
overseeing this goal of unison is more concerned with self-preservation than company 
performance the result could be less than unison which results in lost profit (Sloan et al, 
2010).  It is with consideration that the perspective of the supply chain manager toward 
disruption is considered an important variable to add in the study of this model.  By 
introducing Managerial disruption perspective to the model whether the risk will be 
handled with the focus being on the individual’s benefit or more on the benefit to the 
organization will be addressed as it moderates the relationship of risk perception and risk 
behavior.  
2.4.1 Leadership Influence.  Leadership influence is defined as the individual’s 
perception of support from organization management to take steps to reduce risks (Bode 
et al., 2011; Rivis & Sheeran, 2003).  When it comes to risk taking, the more 
conservative or risk adverse the firm, less is the desire for taking risks (Kliem & Irwin, 
1997).  This type firm tends to “value compliance and stability, reward conformity, and 
use more structured and mechanistic planning and budgeting systems” (Pablo & Javidan, 




valuing individual freedom and initiative, hire more individualistic and aggressive 
employees, focus on individual and team performance, and encourage less bureaucratic 
planning and budgeting systems” (Pablo & Javidan, 2002, p. 210).   
When it comes to addressing risk, successful risk management includes a match 
in approaches taken between management and the employee (Mentzer et al., 2001).  As 
stated earlier, Sitkin and Pablo (1992) point out that the leadership influence is the most 
cited source of influence is a decision maker’s perceptions of risk.  When there is 
difference in the approaches on how to handle risks, there will be conflict and the result 
will be less successful (Pablo & Javidan, 2002). 
2.4.2 Managerial disruption perspective.  The construct managerial disruption 
perspective is defined as the inclination to behave for individual behavior versus 
behaving in the best interest of the organization and all stakeholders (Godos-Diez et al., 
2011).  Managers have been observed as having different characteristics and being 
motivated through different attributes (e.g. Hambrick & Mason, 1984; Mitchell, 1982).  
Some managers will serve their own interests at the expense of the principal, while others 
will choose to serve the interests of the principals (Martynov, 2009).  
Martynov’s findings basically stated the fundamental difference in agency theory 
and stewardship theory.  According to agency theory, an agent’s behavior is more 
opportunistically and personal welfare is the agent’s main concern (Davis, Schoorman, & 
Donaldson, 1997). In respect of agency theory, an agent is defined as a person engaged 
by the principal to perform a task on the principal’s behalf while granting the agent a 




interested in increasing personal material wealth that they will do so at the expense of the 
principal (Martynov, 2009).  The agent’s self-serving behavior is kept in check and costs 
incurred through imposing internal controls (Davis, Schoorman, & Donaldson, 1997).  
Stewards represent the other side of this “managerial” coin.  Stewardship theory 
finds that stewards behave in ways that place the organization and all the stakeholders 
above individual benefits or interests (Davis, Schoorman, & Donaldson, 1997).  Steward 
managers will likely choose to serve the interest of the principal or firm even when it 
involves the manager suffering a material loss (Martynov, 2009).   Their motives are not 
for individual benefit, but more for the benefit of the organizations or “principals” 
(Davis, Schoorman, & Donaldson, 1997). 
2.5 The Reduced Sitkin and Pablo Model as Modified for This Study 
Figure 2 presents the reduced model as modified for this study.  This includes the 
constructs considered relevant from the original Sitkin and Pablo (1992) model.  It also 
includes the new constructs of leadership influence and managerial disruption 
perspective.  
2.6 Constructs from Sitkin and Pablo (1992) Model Deemed Not Relevant To This Study 
and Therefore Not Included in This Study 
 
 Four constructs from the Sitkin and Pablo (1992) model are not included in this 
study as they were found not relevant to the current study.  These constructs are inertia, 
problem framing, top management team homogeneity, and social influences.  A brief 





Figure 2. Reduced Sitkin and Pablo Model as Modified for this Study 
            
 
 Inertia is defined as habits or routine approaches an individual develops toward 
handling risky situations (Pablo, 1997).  Inertia leads more risk adverse decision makers 
to continue being more cautious and risk seeking decision makers to continue being more 
adventurous (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  This dissertation focuses more on the current status 
of risk propensity in dealing with different risk behaviors and inertia is found to decline 




 Problem framing is defined as presenting the acts, outcomes, and contingencies 
associated with a particular choice in either positive or negative terms (Tversky & 
Kahneman, 1979).  How a situation is framed can have a bearing on the relevance of the 
decision made (Starmer, 2000).  In business, risk as a purely negative construct 
corresponds best to reality and is equated with the harm or loss realized through a supply 
chain disruption (Wagner & Bode, 2006).  Following the thinking that the reality of 
supply chain risk is a negative outcome, problem framing is deemed outside the scope of 
this study.   
 Top management team homogeneity is defined as when members of management 
place mutual support and consensus above rational debate, reasonable conflict, and 
decision quality (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  The result could be inadequate collection and 
processing of conflicting and diverse information (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  This 
dissertation focuses more on the relationship between the supply chain manager and his 
individual leader in the organization to whom he or she answers. This factor is therefore 
deemed outside the scope of this study.   
 Social influences are defined as information processing where organizations and 
organizational members come to influence ultimately the actions of an individual (Sitkin 
& Pablo, 1992).  The danger with social influences is that organizational culture becomes 
the basis on which members view the world, which can in turn distort an individual’s 
perception on the situational risk (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  The most often social source of 
a decision maker’s risk perception is the leadership who makes the critical judgments 




social influence which is being captured in the construct leadership influence, the 
inclusion of overall social influences is therefore outside the scope of this study. 
2.7 Research Hypotheses Development 
2.7.1. Individual Factors 
2.7.1.1 Risk preferences.  Preferences can be influenced by attitude (Katz, 2002).  
Attitudes follow directly from behavior which may be based on past experiences, 
influenced by second-hand information from friends and acquaintances, and by the 
perceived difficulty to perform the behavior (Ajzen, 1991).  People whose attitude 
identifies positively with a certain trait are more likely to perform a behavior consistent 
with that trait (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2010).  This would conclude that decision makers with 
a stronger preference to avoid failure will tend exhibit a low propensity to risk 
(Brockhaus, 1980).   
Not everyone agrees.  There have been differing findings on risk preference as a 
factor in defining risk propensity.  One study involving the risk propensity of oil 
executives found lack of support for the idea that an individual’s preferences determine 
risk propensity (Pablo, 1997).  The study suggested that having preferences toward risk 
does not in itself determine an individual’s level of risk propensity (Pablo, 1997).  
However, a later study by Barbosa, Gerhart, and Kickul (2007) found support for the 
influence of risk preferences. Weber (2010) and Guthrie (2003) also found that risk 
preferences reflect how a person likes or fears risk. Those with a higher risk preference 
like the upward potential and the anxiety risk provides while those who have a lower risk 




2010).  Those with higher risk preference tend to take risk when there are possible gains, 
but tend to have a lower risk preference when there are possible losses (Guthrie, 2002).  
While there have been different results in studies on risk preferences, based on the 
findings from these later studies, the following is hypothesized: 
H1.  An individual’s risk preferences are positively associated with the 
individual’s risk propensity. 
2.7.1.2 Outcome History.  The results of past exposure with current circumstances 
may affect the individual’s level of risk propensity.  Past behavior has been found to 
serve as a strong predictor of future behavior (van der Pligt, 1998).   For example, having 
actions result in positive results could lead the individual to take the same actions the 
next time the situation arises.  A person may even consider the experiences they have 
strong enough to believe they control the factors that determine their actions and 
outcomes (Li & Tang, 2010).  Negative results can result in an individual not being 
familiar with how best to interpret the risk when faced with the event again or just the 
opposite in the belief of control (Bode, et al., 2011; Li & Tang, 2010).  This conflict can 
lead to difficulties in determining adequate responses.  If circumstances have not 
changed, when faced with similar circumstances future behavior will strongly reflect 
previous behavior (Ajzen, 2002).   
Previous research has found support for outcome history’s influence on risk 
propensity (Sitkin & Weingart, 1995).  Experience leads a person to revise their existing 
knowledge and assumptions thereby affecting future decisions and actions (Shepherd, 




actions, successful risk-averse decision makers will become increasingly risk averse, and 
successful risk-seeking decision makers will become increasingly risk seeking” (Sitkin & 
Pablo, 1992, p. 17).  Therefore, having a high level of past results either, positive or 
negative, should amplify the relationship between outcome history and risk propensity 
(Bode, et al., 2011).  This is further supported by Thaler and Johnson (1990) who found 
that decision makers continue in taking risks if previous risk-related actions were 
successful.  Consistent with the findings of this research, the following is suggested:  
H2.  An individual’s outcome history is positively associated with the individual’s 
risk propensity. 
2.7.1.3 Linking risk propensity to risk behavior.  At the core of the Sitkin and 
Pablo (1992) model is the idea that “an individual’s propensity to take or avoid risks 
affects decision making” (Sitkin & Weingart, 1995, p. 1578).  Research has shown a 
significant correlation in the relationship between risk propensity and risk behavior.  Past 
research has studied propensity in situations of loss and gains, as psychological factors, 
and as personal characteristics (Hollenbeck et al., 1994; Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; 
Nicholson et al, 2005).  Conclusions have been drawn that some people are excited by 
risk and define risk as a pleasure for consuming (Nicholson et al, 2005).   More risk 
adverse decision makers are likely to focus on the negative outcomes, will overestimate 
the probability of loss, and desire to avoid risky situations (Schneider & Lopes, 1986).   
After identifying the potential of supply chain disruptions one factor affecting the 
supply chain manager’s feeling toward taking action is his/her personal risk propensity 




to avoid behavior with higher risk while preferring safer undertakings.  He also found 
that while there are individuals with high risk propensity and low risk propensity, there 
are also individuals with a moderate degree of risk propensity who are more prone to 
moderate levels of risk (Brockhaus, 1980).  This previous research leads to the following 
hypothesis:  
H3.  An individual’s risk propensity is positively associated with the individual’s 
risk behavior. 
Risk propensity was a risk characteristic that had been overlooked in risk research 
(Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  Its importance has been recognized in research and has been 
found to impact the perception of the risk level involved with decision making (Cho & 
Lee, 2006; Forlani et al., 2002).  Cho and Lee (2006) went so far as to label it a key 
determinant of perceived risk.  
The importance of incorporating risk propensity is recognized in understanding 
perceived risk (Cho & Lee, 2006).  As the level of perceived risk determines the 
motivation an individual to engage in behavior, risk propensity’s impact on risk 
perception can affect the possible likelihood of an individual’s risk behavior (Dowling & 
Staelin, 1994).  Research supports the idea that the higher an individual’s risk propensity, 
the lower will be the individual’s level of perceived situational risk (Keil et al., 2000; 
Sitkin & Weingart, 1995).  A risk-adverse decision maker exhibiting his lower risk 
propensity focuses on the possible negative outcomes with the result of a heightened 





H4.  An individual’s risk propensity is negatively associated with the individual’s 
level of risk perception. 
2.7.2 Problem-related Factors 
2.7.2.1 Problem domain familiarity.  Problem domain familiarity represents how 
much experience a person has with a situation he/she encounters (Cowan, 1986, p. 769).  
Experience is the purest form of learning (Levitt & March, 1988).  From experience 
comes a likely focus by decision makers on personal abilities and previous successes 
instead of a current situation’s characteristics (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  However, with 
experience can come risk denial which has been expressed as a very important feature of 
risk perception (Sjoberg, 2000).  Experience is not always all good or all bad.  It is not 
always clear as to what happened is a success or a failure.  But this does not stop people 
from interpreting the events and classifying outcomes as either good or bad (Levitt & 
March, 1988; Thompson, 1967).   
Experience provides motivation and defines the conditions under which a 
company will take action (Bode, Wagner, Petersen, & Ellram, 2011).  “Familiarity with 
risky choice options or a risky choice domain lowers the feeling of riskiness of choice 
options” (Weber, 2010, p.83).  Without the familiarity brought from prior experience, a 
firm or individual has difficulty in determining proper responses (Bode et al., 2011).  
Ellis, Shockley, and Henry (2011) referenced enactment theory to suggest diversity and 
the number of an individual’s experiences facilitate sense-making when successfully 
coping with supply chain disruptions.  The previous research agrees to the importance 




an individual’s risk perception (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  The level of problem domain 
familiarity can affect risk perceptions. With this familiarity can come overconfidence in 
making judgments resulting in a lower risk perception.  It is not stable. Individuals with 
less familiarity when provided with additional experience can lead to shifts in risk 
perceptions (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  Building on the previous research, the following 
hypothesis is proposed:  
H5.  An individual’s level of problem domain familiarity is negatively associated 
to the individual’s risk perception. 
2.7.3 Organizational Factors 
2.7.3.1 Leadership influence.  Successful implementation of supply chain 
management takes the involvement of top management, the organization’s leaders 
(Sandberg, 2007).  As an organization’s top management grows in awareness and 
concern about supply chain disruptions, more importance is attached to the issue of 
reducing the disruption risks (Bode et al., 2011).  Supply chain managers depend upon 
their management to give direction regarding supply chain risks. The most effective 
organizational leaders are those who lead others to think in innovative ways and to drive 
change (Basadur, 2004).  Empowerment of employees to take risk through the 
organization’s leadership influence promotes change from the employees (Farrell, 2000). 
Organization leaders should be aware of risks to their organization as risks effect 
more than the single element in an organization; it can affect the organization’s supply 
chain as a whole (Jereb et. al, 2012).  Leadership is about coping with change and 




the ability to deal with the ever changing world (Kotter, 2001).  Supply chain managers 
perceive the level of support from the organization’s leadership, as to whether risk 
behaviors should be performed or not performed (Bogers et al., 2004).  With stronger 
leadership influence support comes a lower level of risk perception and with lower 
leadership influence support comes a higher level of risk perception.  Building on 
previous research the following hypothesis is proposed:  
H6.  Leadership influence is negatively associated with the individual’s risk 
perception. 
2.7.3.2 Organizational control system – process.  Organizational control system-
process has “greater management involvement (i.e., supervision, contact, and direction), 
more subjective evaluation methods based on process behaviors rather than outcome 
results, and a greater proportion of salary in the pay package” (Oliver & Anderson, 1994, 
p. 58).  Affective processes are implicated in risk-taking, possibly through individual 
differences and may influence an individual’s affective response toward risk (Weber, 
Blais, & Betz, 2002). Individuals with a risk-averse nature are thought better suited for 
this approach and the prototypical person in this system is committed, satisfied, and a 
team player (Oliver & Anderson, 1994).        
From this can be argued two points.  First, control systems that reward the 
decision making process “will tend to imbue decision-making procedures with an aura of 
legitimacy and infallibility” (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992, p. 24).  Second, individuals in an 
organization where the emphasis is on processes will perceive lower personal risks 




professionally competent and team-oriented with risk aversion (Cravens, et al., 1993).  
Building on previous research the following hypothesis is proposed: 
H7.  An organizational control system based on process is negatively associated 
with an individual’s risk perception.  
.3.3 Organizational control system – outcome.  The second organization control 
system is based on outcome.  Individuals bear increasing risk as organizational control 
systems becomes more outcome based (Eisenhardt, 1985).  With little day-to-day contact 
and support from managers, employees under this system may become more self-oriented 
and less employer oriented (Oliver & Anderson, 1994).  Persons preferring this system 
are believed motivated by immediate self-interest and more risk-prone (Oliver & 
Anderson, 1994).   
This system can also lead to employees who are less-satisfied and have less 
commitment to their employers (Oliver & Anderson, 1994). With outcome-oriented 
control systems the outcome measures are more directly attributable to the individual 
(Cravens et al., 1993).  These systems are hypothesized to result in the individual 
responsible for the decision perceiving a higher risk as both the associated rewards and 
punishments will tend to be higher (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992).  As organizational control 
systems become more outcome based, the individual can have a higher risk perception.  
Building on previous research the following hypothesis is proposed: 
H8.  An organization control system based on outcome is positively associated 





2.7.3.4 Linking risk perceptions to risk behavior.  The traditional view has been 
that risk perceptions precede risk behavior (Ellis, Shockley, & Henry, 2011).  Risk 
involves an interaction between the behavior and the risk taker (Yates & Stone, 1992).  A 
person’s risk perception culminates through combining the loss 2.7possibility, loss 
significance, and loss uncertainty (Yates & Stone, 1992).  Sitkin and Pablo (1992) while 
finding past research suggested the relationship between risk perception and risk 
behavior, they found this relationship could be spurious.  
The relationship between risk perception and risk behavior has been suggested by 
research as stronger than stated by Sitkin and Pablo (1992).  Sitkin and Weingart (1995) 
found the relationship between risk perception and risk behavior significantly negatively 
related.  Past research had found that as perceived risk levels increase, a person will have 
desire to engage in the riskier behavior (March & Shapira, 1987).  Risk perception has 
been found to influence decision choice patterns (Mitchell, 1995).  Risk perception has 
also been called the fundamental driver of risk behavior (Ellis et al., 2010).  As people 
tend to associate risk with negative behavioral outcomes, it seems reasonable to 
hypothesize that higher levels of perceived risk would be negatively related to how risky 
decisions are made (Sitkin & Weingart, 1995).  These research findings lead to the 
following: 
H9.  An individual’s risk perception is negatively associated with the individual’s 







2.7.4.1 Managerial disruption perspective as moderator to the risk perception –  
 
risk behavior relationship.  How an individual will behave when faced with risk is a 
factor that may be moderated by the approach an individual takes.  Agency theory and 
stewardship theory are complementary theories that provide two different perspectives.  
According to agency theory individuals are concerned with themselves and base action 
on self-interest more than the organization-interest (Eisenhardt, 1989).  In a higher risk 
situation the agent-oriented individual would avoid taking action or not put forth the 
effort that could directly affect personal financial outcome or utility (Eisenhardt, 1989).   
A steward-oriented individual would do whatever is best for the organization without 
concern about personal utility (Davis, Schoorman, & Donaldson, 1997).  
Individuals choose to have a managerial disruption perspective that is oriented to 
either more steward or more agent (Davis, Schoorman, & Donaldson, 1997).  When faced 
with a perceived high level of risky behavior, the self-interest focused individual (agent) 
has little concern about long-term success and the direction the action takes unless 
properly motivated leading to a lower risk adversity (Arthurs & Busenitz, 2003).  When 
faced with a risky behavior, the more steward-minded individual will show concern.  
Therefore, when an individual whose self-interest is high perceives risk as high, the more 
risk adverse and self-protective the individual will be.  When an individual whose 
concern is more toward the organization’s benefits perceives a high risk, the person’s 
actions toward the risk behavior will be oriented toward what is best for the long-term 




H10.  An individual’s managerial disruption perspective has a moderating 
association with the relationship between risk perception and risk behavior. 
2.7.4.2 Risk perception as moderator to risk propensity-risk behavior relationship. 
Perceived risk is one of the prices of choice and forms an important part of overall 
decision making (Conchar, Zinkhan, Peters, & Olavarrieta, 2004).  To what extent an 
individual finds a risk appealing is quantified by risk perception (Weber, 2010).  When 
risk propensity is considered not only as a personality trait but as a behavioral tendency, 
risk propensity can be affected by a person’s risk perception (Keil et al., 2000; 
MacCrimmon & Wehrung, 1984).   
A decision maker’s assessment of the situation’s risk can affect the decision 
toward actions thereby affecting the risk propensity (Conchar et al., 2004).  The main 
relationship of risk propensity on risk behavior might well be strengthened as the level of 
perceived risk rises because it “can help explain variation in individual risk behavior 
within the bounds generally defined by risk propensity” (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992, p. 29).   
Sitkin and Pablo (1992, p. 29) gave as an example, “individuals with a propensity to 
avoid risks are likely to exhibit increasingly risk-averse behavior as perceived situational 
risk rises.  Conversely, individuals who are prone to seek risks might be expected to 
exhibit riskier behavior as their perceptions of situational risk rise.”  To test this 
relationship, the following is hypothesized:  
H11: An individual’s risk perception has a moderating association with the 






CHAPTER 3 - METHODS 
 
  
Chapter 3 outlines the research procedures incorporated in this dissertation to test 
the hypotheses.  This chapter starts with a description of the survey items and scales 
chosen to serve as measures are presented.   Next, the chapter presents a description and 
reasoning for its analytic procedures. These are followed by a description of the 
pretesting procedures which led to the final questionnaire. A description of survey 
participants and the collection methods are then presented.   
3.1 Measures 
The measures of this study focus on individual characteristics of risk propensity.  
Risk perception serves as a mediator between the organizational factors and risk 
behavior.  To measure these focal areas, items for each construct were adopted where 
possible otherwise adapted to meet the context of supply chain managers.  Measures for 
each construct are presented in detail.  Researchers as late as 2008 found a lack of formal 
scales designed for supply chain management research (Wagner & Bode, 2008).  Much 
of the earlier research was based on anecdotal evidence or case studies (Wagner & Bode, 
2008).  This dissertation benefits from the research by Wagner and Bode (2008), but also 
incorporates several established scales from other disciplines that have been used to 







 The questionnaire for this study was drafted from existing scales.  To refine the 
questionnaire, comments regarding item relevance, question wording, directions wording, 
and the overall questionnaire format were solicited from a small number of practitioners 
and academicians. The questionnaire was further refined through comments from a small 
number of supply chain executives.  A pretest of the questionnaire was conducted with a 
small number of supply chain management executives to determine the questionnaire’s 
adequacy for the larger study.  
3.1.1 Risk behavior.  To measure the construct risk behavior items from the risk 
management scale by Wagner and Bode (2008) was adapted as shown in Table 2.  Of the 
six original items in the scale, five were used in this dissertation.  The one statement “We 
reduce demand side risks through late product differentiation” was not used as it is 
outside the scope of this study.  To address double barreling found in one of the original 
items, the item was adapted into two items.  The items were measured using a 7-point 
Likert-type scale of     1 = “Does not apply” to 7 = “Applies very much.”  Wagner and 
Bode found all items loaded on the one factor with a Cronbach alpha of 0.79.  The scale’s 
reliability and validity were evaluated using correlation analysis, reliability evaluation, 
and principal component factor analysis using Varimax as the method of rotation 
(Wagner & Bode, 2008).   
3.1.2 Risk propensity.  Risk propensity is measured using a scale adapted from 





were not provided in the original study; the only measure given was (α = 0.86).  A later 
study focused on validating the scale as a dependable measure of business risk 
Table 2. Risk Behavior Measures 




 Applies very 
much 
 
Our organization works with our supply chain 

















Our organization is actively pursuing ways to 
create a more open information sharing 
environment with our supply chain partners  
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Our organization has extensive business 
continuity/contingency plans for addressing 
supply chain risks 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
In our organization, an employee/team is 
dedicated to supply chain risk management 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
When possible, we take steps to guard against 
supply chain related risks 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
propensity (Huff, Keil, Kappelman, & Prybutok, 1997).  That study included reliability 
testing where α = 0.71 and factor analysis which initially identified two factors.  A 
second testing resulted in a single factor which led to the conclusion that the scale 
questions were addressing the same underlying subject (Huff et al., 1997). Construct 
validity was conducted to determine if the scale measured the construct it purported to 
measure (Churchill, 1979).  Findings supported construct validity (Huff et al., 1997).  The 
items were measured using a 7-point Likert type scale of 1 = “Very unlikely” to 7 = 





3.1.3 Risk perception.  Risk perception is measured using a scenario adapted from 
Sitkin and Weingart (1995) study which involved a modified Pat Carter scenario as the 
base for measuring risk perception.  A short vignette, as shown in Table 4, was written 
Table 3. Risk Propensity Measures 




  Very 
likely 
Assume you face a decision that affects your 
organization’s financial future.  Given this 
circumstance, how would you rate: 
       
 
… the likelihood that you would choose risky 

















… the likelihood that you would choose risky 
alternatives which rely upon analyses high in 
technical complexity? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
… the likelihood that you would choose risky 
alternatives which could have a major impact 
on the strategic direction of your 
organization? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
… the likelihood that you would initiate a 
strategic corporate action which has the 
potential to backfire? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
… the likelihood that you would support a 
decision when you are aware that relevant 
analyses were done while missing several 
pieces of information? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
with questions presented in a format following the example of Sitkin and Weingart 
(1995). Seven-point Likert-scales were used to answer the two questions that follow the 
vignette.  The first question “How would you characterize the decision faced by Albert 
Standin?” posed three answers with ranges from  “Significant threat” to “Significant 





“Positive situation.”  The second question “What is the likelihood of Outcome Industries 
succeeding at getting the new product to market on schedule” was answered with a range 
from “Very unlikely” to “Very likely.” 
Table 4. Risk Perception Scenario 
 
Please read the following situation and then answer the four questions below. 
 
Albert Standin, supply chain manager for Outcome Industries, finished reading a memo from the company’s 
CFO regarding lower than projected sales on existing products and the importance of the company’s soon to 
be released new product.  The product is planned market introduction in two months with anticipated sales 
of at least four million units that could result in approximately 7% of the company’s annual sales.  The 
phone rang and it was the president of a key supplier, Partz & Partz, informing him that a fire in one of the 
supplier’s manufacturing facilities would mean about two weeks of down time.  This facility was producing 
a unique component designed especially for Outcome’s new product.  Outcome had already started 
manufacturing and had inventory on-hand sufficient for approximately one week.  Marketing for the product 
had begun and any delay would have a negative impact on sales and the company’s reputation.    
Outcome has a long-term relationship with Partz & Partz and a very lucrative deal had been struck 
on the price of the component. Albert was familiar with other companies that had experienced fires with 
suppliers and knew additional problems could be found in bringing facilities back into production.  To seek 
additional suppliers that could retool operations and create the new component in time would be expensive 
but could get them on the market with a somewhat lower profit margin.  Also, a competitive new supplier 
could provide an edge when negotiating future deals with Partz & Partz.  Albert realized he would have to 
decision whether to stay with Partz & Partz and risk they will be back in operation as stated or whether to 
find another supplier who can get the components produced on time but at a possibly substantially higher 
cost.   
 
 




















Potential for loss 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Potential for gain 
Negative situation 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Positive situation 
 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Very likely 
  
3.1.4 Risk preferences.  Risk preferences are measured using a scale adapted from 





Hellstrom (2007).  The scale includes seven items originally tested for internal 
consistency and found to have a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.83.  Parhankangas and Hellstrom 
(2007) found their seven items loaded onto the same factor.  The items are measured 
using a 7-point Likert-type scale of 1 = “Strongly disagree” to 7 = “Strongly agree.”  This 
study incorporates five of the items used by Parhankangas and Hellstrom (2007).  Two 
items were not included.  “I like the feeling that comes with psychological or social risks” 
was not used as the similar item “I like the feeling that comes with physical risks” was 
adapted for this study to read “I like the feeling that comes with risks.”  The other item 
not included was “I like to think about doing things that would make me famous or 
notorious.” It was deemed outside the scope of this research. The five items incorporated 
into the study are shown in Table 5. 





  Strongly 
Agree 
 
















I like to make risk-related decisions when 
large sums of money are involved. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I like to do things that almost paralyze me 
with fear 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
When it comes to decisions, I consider myself 
a risk taker. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
The greater the risk, the more fun the 
challenge. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
 
3.1.5 Outcome history.  Outcome history, as shown in Table 6, was measured 





Weingart (1995) and one item created by Pablo (1997).  The Sitkin and Weingart 
statements were part of a modification of the widely used Carter Racing decision-making 
case study (Brittain &Sitkin, 1990). The three-statement check was found reliable (α = 
0.71) in the Sitkin and Weingart (1995) study.  The Pablo (1997) item is from a three-
item scale to measure outcome history (α = 0.87).  The statements will be presented with 
a Likert-type scale ranging from 1 = “Not at all” to 7 = “To a great extent.”   
 
Table 6.  Outcome History Measures 
  








To what extent have problems resulted from 
















To what degree has risk in the supply chain 
led to financial losses in your past experience? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
To what degree have successful outcomes 
resulted from your decisions involving risk in 
the past? 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
To what extent have supply chain risks 
impacted the operation of organizations with 
whom you have worked? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
        
 
 3.1.6 Problem domain familiarity.  Problem domain familiarity was measured 
using items adapted from scales developed by Svennson (2002) and Ellis et al. (2010).  
The three items adapted from Svennson were measured using different 7-point Likert-
type scales of 1 = “No experience” to 7 = “Very much experience,” 1 = “Tiny impact” to 





A fourth item regarding total number of supply disruptions was adopted from a one-item 
scale created by Ellis et al. (2010). 
 3.1.7 Organizational control system – process.  Organizational control system -
process was measured using survey items and a lead-in statement adapted from the 
Behavior-Control/Outcome Control Index Scale developed by Oliver and Anderson 
(1994).  The items, shown in Table 8, were measured using a 7-point Likert-type scale 
 
from 1 = “Strongly disagree” to 7 = “Strongly agree” (Matsuo, 2009).  The items loaded 
onto the one factor with α = 0.856 (Oliver & Anderson, 1994). 
Table 7.  Problem Domain Familiarity Measures 




 Very much 
experience 
 
How much experience would you say you 
















   Tiny 
  impact 
     Huge 
impact 
 
What level of impact has past experience 
with supply chain disruptions colored your 
















 Not at all 
familiar 
     Very 
familiar 
 
How familiar are you with the potential 
ramifications of a supply chain disruption, 

























How frequently have you dealt with supply 
chain risks when making decisions at your 



























3.1.8 Organizational Control System – Outcome.  Organizational control system - 
outcome was measured using survey items adapted from the Behavior-Control/Outcome 
Control Index Scale developed by Oliver and Anderson (1994).  The scale includes items 
tested for internal consistency and found with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.762 (Oliver & 
Anderson, 1994). The items were measured using a 7-point Likert-type scale from 1 = 
“Strongly disagree” to 7 = “Strongly agree” as shown in Table 9 (Matsuo, 2009).   
 
3.1.9 Leadership influence.  Leadership influence was measured using an adapted 
scale used by Armitage and Conner (1999).  The items were measured using a 7-point 
Likert-type scale of 1 = “Strongly disagree” to 7 = “Strongly agree” as shown in Table 
10.  The scale has been used to measure this construct with resulting Cronbach’s alpha of 
0.76 and common factor analysis loading under one factor (Armitage & Conner, 1999).   
 
 





  Strongly 
Agree 
 
When it comes to decisions regarding the risk of possible supply chain disruptions: 
 
  
My company’s management makes sure 
everyone knows “what to do and how to do 
it.” 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
My company’s management stays in close 
contact with me. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I don’t have much contact with my company’s 
management (R) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Management here stays very well informed of 
the company’s supply chain department’s 
activities 
 






3.1.10 Managerial disruption perspective.  Managerial disruption perspective was 
measured using an adopted scale developed by Davis, Frankforter, Vollrath, and Hill 
(2007).  A lead-in statement was added that reads “When it comes to behaviors 
associated with supply chain disruptions that may be considered risky:”  The scale, 
shown in Table 11, uses six self-reported Likert-like items ranging from 1 = “Strongly 
disagree” to 7 = “Strongly agree.”   A low score indicates the person answering the items 
is inclined to behave more as an agent; a high score indicates the person is inclined to 
behave as a steward (Godos-Diez et al., 2005).  The scale was originally tested using an 
exploratory factor analysis which revealed the factorial structure of the scale can be 
viewed as a single dimension (Godos-Diez et al., 2005).  Confirmatory factor analysis 
established the unidimensionality of the scale with results suggesting that the indicator is 
reliable as well as convergent (Godos-Diez et al., 2005).   





  Strongly 
Agree 
   
When management rates my performance in 
reducing supply chain disruption risks, they 
take a lot of things into consideration. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Some portion of my employee performance 
rating includes or is adjusted for the number 
and associated costs of supply chain 
disruptions (R) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Only tangible results in reducing supply chain 
disruption risks matter to my manager (R) 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
My manager does not care what I do as long 
as I can demonstrate supply chain disruption 
risks are lowered. (R) 
 






3.1.11 Control variables.  The following control variables were included in this 
dissertation: age, years of experience with the organization, organization type, and 
organization size (Oliver & Anderson, 1994).  The years of experience with the 
organization was used as research has found that with long-term relationships the 
employee is more risk-adverse and there is a lower perceived risk (Stroh, Brett, 
Baumann, & Reilly, 1996).   Organization size is based on the number of employees in 
the local organization (Bode, Wagner, Petersen, and Ellram, 2011).  
3.2 Analytic Approach 
 The analytical approach of this study was engaged in several steps.  After data 
was collected, reverse coded items were reversed.  Data was examined for missing data 
and outliers.  Then biases were examined including response bias and common variance 





  Strongly 
Agree 
 
Members of management in my organization 
think I should contribute ideas that reduce 
















Members of management in my organization 
would encourage employees to think of ways 
to reduce supply chain disruption occurrences. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Members of management in my organization 
want me to reduce risks of supply chain 
disruptions 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I feel under pressure from members of 
management to reduce the risks of supply 
chain disruptions 
 





bias.  This was followed by assessment of scale items and then an examination of the 
regression.  More details for these steps are provided below.  
 
3.2.1 Bias.  Non-response bias occurs through failure to obtain responses from a 
sizable portion of the sample and the missing responses affect variable conclusions (Yu 
& Cooper, 1983).  The existence of non-response bias was assessed by comparing the 
means between earlier respondents and persons who respond later after a reminder, e.g., 
phone call or follow-up email (Armstrong & Overton, 1997).  The two means were 
compared with the variables risk preference, risk propensity, and risk perception.  The 
comparison was conducted using Leven’s Test and T-tests. The results, shown in Table 
12, indicate no statistical significance as to the possible presence of non-response bias. 





  Strongly 
Agree 
   
When it comes to behaviors associated with potentially risky supply chain disruptions:  
 
 
I am proud of the contributions I have made to 
our organization’s plans. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
I find that my values and the organization’s 
values are very similar. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Employees acknowledge my experience in 
handling supply chain disruptions. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Frequent communications occur between 
employees and the management team within 
this organization. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
There is a generally cooperative atmosphere 
within our organization toward seeking 
solutions. 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Company employees are encouraged to 
express their own ideas and opinions.  
 





Table 12. Non-Response Bias Test – Responders Before and After a Reminder Email 










Mean 57 4.01 3.10 3.11 
Std. Deviation 57 1.16 1.33 1.39 
Answered after 
reminder email 
Mean 46 3.72 3.14 3.03 
Std. Deviation 46 0.95 0.99 1.25 
Leven’s Test F  1.75 3.06 0.80 
 Sig.  0.19 0.08 0.37 
T-test t   1.34 -0.17 0.26 
 Sig.  0.10 0.86 0.84 
 
The collection time took four months.  A second test to assess the existence of 
response bias was conducted.  Using the midpoint date a comparison was made of the 
mean and standard deviation of the first half of the responses to the second half of the 
responses.  There was found statistically significant differences and, therefore the 
potential for response bias, between early responders and late responders in relationship 
with risk propensity (t = 2.87; p < 0.05) and risk preference (t = 2.57; p < 0.05).  Late 
responders were less likely to have propensity to risk and to have a preference for risk 
than early responders. One explanation for this could be in the type of respondent.  
Earlier responders were more likely to be from larger organizations with a national 
presence.  Persons contacted in the first half of the period were through the national 
organization membership list and attendees at the organization’s annual conference.  
Later responses were more likely to be from smaller organizations with a regional focus. 
During the last two months of data collection, attention was focused more on 






Table 13. Response Bias Test - Early vs. Late Responders 









Sept 9 to Oct 15 
Mean 49 3.73 3.45 3.43 
Std. Deviation 49 1.06 0.99 1.13 
Late responders 
Oct 16 to Jan 5 
Mean 54 3.99 2.80 2.78 
Std. Deviation 54 1.06 1.27 1.40 
Leven’s Test F  0.08 2.72 2.93 
 Sig.  0.78 0.12 0.90 
T-test t   -1.20 2.87 2.57 
 Sig.  0.23 0.01 0.01 
 
Data were collected using blind email sampling, through face-to-face solicitation 
at a national conference followed by an email with a link to the survey, and through 
initial phone calls followed by an email with a link to the survey.  A third test was run to 
check for response bias within these three groups. Respondents to the blind email 
sampling were supply chain professionals who are members of a national supply chain 
managers association.  Conference solicitation was to members of the same organization.  
The phone calls were made to organizations in Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia. The 
differences in the means indicate the potential for response bias.  There were significant 
differences in risk propensity between blind email and conference contact (t = 2.39; p < 
0.05) and blind email and telephone contact (t = 1.93; p < 0.05).  The Levene’s Test for 
blind email and telephone contact reported significance with risk preference (F = 3.17; p 
< 0.05).  These too could reflect the size and nature of the organizations responding.  The 
results are shown in Table 14.  
The second form of bias tested was common method variance, a concern with 





single sitting (Malhotra, Patil & Kim, 2007).  This dissertation incorporates several 
approaches to test for common method variance (Podsakoff et al., 2003; Podsakoff, 
MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2012).  The Harman’s single-factor test, the first statistical 
procedure used “in the attempt to control for common method variance” (Podsakoff & 
Organ, 1986, p. 536) was conducted through a factor analysis.  All variables of interest 
were selected, the fixed number of factors to extract was set as 1, no rotation method was 
selected and the test was run.  An assumption of the Harman’s single-factor test is that 
Table 14. Response Bias Test – Blind Emails, Conference Contact, and Telephone 
Contact 








Blind email Mean 18 3.94 3.76 3.67 
Std. Deviation 18 1.09 1.09 0.97 
Conference 
Contact 
Mean 46 3.63 3.13 3.04 
Std. Deviation 46 0.99 0.89 1.23 
Telephone 
Contact 
Mean 39 4.14 2.81 2.85 
Std. Deviation 39 1.13 1.42 1.50 
Blind Email and Conference Contact 
Levene’s Test F  0.01 0.23 3.17 
 Sig.  0.94 0.63 0.08 
T-test t   1.09 2.39 1.93 
 Sig  0.28 0.02 0.06 
Blind Email and Telephone Contact 
Levene’s Test F  0.10 1.50 4.39 
 Sig.  0.76 0.23 0.04 
T-test t   -0.62 2.51 2.11 
 Sig.  0.54 0.02 0.04 
Conference Contact and Telephone Contact 
Levene’s Test F  0.30 5.80 1.09 
 Sig.  0.59 0.18 0.30 
T-test t   -2.19 1.25 0.63 






“common method variance is present if one ‘general’ factor accounts for the majority of 
the covariance in the independent and criterion variables” (Podsakoff & Organ, 1986 p. 
536).  The result of Harman’s single-factor test on this study’s variables was 22.61 
percent, well below 50 percent indicating no common method variance.  
 Inserting a marker variable that is completely unrelated to the variables of interest 
is another approach widely used to test for common methods bias (Williams, Hartman, & 
Cavazotte, 2010, Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2010).  The marker variable is a 
variable theoretically unrelated to the significant variables in the study (Andrews, 
Kacmar, & Kacmar, 2015).  A marker variable that correlates with the study variables 
represents common method variance.  A 3-item marker variable was created and included 
to test for common method variance (Lindell & Whitney, 2001; Williams et al., 2010).  
This marker variable included three statements on restaurant choices.  Items include “I 
choose restaurants based on the quality of service,” “I choose restaurants based on the 
opinions of others,” and “I choose restaurants based on the type of food.”  Responses 
were made using an 11 point Likert-type scale anchored by 1 = “Strongly disagree” and 
11 = “Strongly agree.”   
Scale reordering is another approach utilized.  This involves the reordering of 
questionnaire items thereby mixing the questions and altering the flow (Podsakoff, 
MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003).  This was done in the survey by mixing the 
questions and including the control variables at approximately the midpoint of the survey.  





involves eliminating items that constitute obvious overlap in what are purported to be 
separate measures (Podsakoff & Organ, 1986).   
 To ensure instrumental variables are significantly and strongly related to the 
predictor it represents and to verify the instrumental variables are completely 
uncorrelated with the structural error term for the equation a Sargan chi-square test of 
over-identification was used (Antonakis et al., 2010; Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & 
Podsakoff, 2003).  The preferred findings indicate the over-identification tests result in 
non-significance showing the instrumental variables are unrelated to the structural error 
term (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, & Podsakoff, 2003).   
3.2.2 Analytical assessment of hypotheses - The three models.  Analysis, using 
SPSS and Amos, was conducted on data collected.  First, the overall model was divided 
into three small models focusing on the three major relationships within the model.  In 
Sitkin and Pablo’s model risk perception served as a antecedent variable to risk 
perception while risk perception served as a moderating variable to risk perception.  As a 
mediating variable effectively serves as an antecedent variable (MacKinnon & Fairchild, 
2009), this would result in a relationship that concurrently serves as an antecedent 
variable while being affected by the very variable it is affecting.  Sitkin and Pablo (1992) 
encouraged focusing on smaller sets of the model variables to further test the interactions 
of the relationships among the variables in the model.  Testing and dividing the model 
accordingly. Sitkin and Weingart (1995) used a similar strategy to test a section of the 





history on risk propensity and risk propensity’s relationship with risk behavior are 
addressed in Model 1 shown in Figure 3.   
 
Figure 3. Model 1  
 
               
 
                
As shown in Figure 4, Model 2 focuses on how risk propensity, problem domain 
familiarity, leadership influence, organizational control system process, and 
organizational control system outcome, influence risk preference.   
Model 3 focuses on the relationship of risk perception and risk behavior and the 
inclusion of moderators.  Two possible moderation relationships are analyzed: 
managerial disruption perspective’s potential moderation of the risk perception 
relationship to risk behavior linkage and risk perception’s potential moderation of the risk  
 
Figure 4. Model 2 
 






propensity relationship to risk behavior linkage, a relationship previously tested in Model 
1.  Model 3 is shown in Figure 5.  
Confirmatory factor analyses (CFAs) were conducted on each model.  Items were 
reduced based upon the following model fit criteria: CMIN/DF (minimum discrepancy 
divided by degrees of freedom) (normed Chi-Square) with a value between 2 and 5 
 




acceptable but less than to 2.0 represents an adequate fit, CFI (comparative fit index) 
exceeding the guidelines of >0.9, RMSEA  of < 0.06, and GFI (goodness of fit index) 
above the 0.9 guideline (Brown & Cudeck, 1993, Byrne, 1989, Hair et al, 2010, Hu & 
Bentler, 1999).   
The analysis examined convergent reliability, validity convergent, and 
discriminate validity.  Convergent validity was examined by reviewing loading estimates 
(standardized regression weights) using loading guidelines of 0.5 minimum with a 
preferable 0.7; variance extracted measures that equal or exceed 50 percent; and construct 
reliabilities that equal or exceed 0.7 (Fornell & Larcker, 1981).   A rule of thumb is for 





reliabilities are examined.  Alpha values between 0.7 and 0.9 are considered as 
satisfactory (Robinson, Shaver, & Wrightsman, 1991).  Next, discriminate validity was 
examined. Discriminant validity is demonstrated when the AVE estimates are larger than 
the corresponding SIC estimates.  
The final steps in the analysis included running regressions on each model to 
determine support or provide lack of support for hypothesized linkages.  Support was 
determined by examining the beta of the coefficients, t-values, and statistical significance 
of each construct. A two-step process was used that involved first, testing the control 
variables with the dependent variable, and second, testing the independent variables, and 
control variables with the dependent variable.  The values were compared to check for the 
influence of the control variables, as well as the difference made by the independent 
variables.   
 Moderation analysis was used to test whether the magnitude of a variable’s effect 
on an outcome variable depends on a third variable (Baron & Kenny, 1986). To test for 
moderation, variables were created by multiplying the moderating variables by the 
independent variables that they propose to moderate.  
3.3 Survey Participants and Data Collection 
3.3.1. Survey participants and required sample.  The most relevant population for 
this study is supply chain managers.  To reach supply chain managers, the survey was 
administered to purchasing and supply executives.  Members of a national supply chain 





Southern states of the United States were selected. Companies were selected with more 
than 50 employees to better ensure a position dedicated to supply chain and purchasing.   
3.3.2 Sample Size.  Dividing the model into three parts lowered the number of 
observations needed to test each model.  According to Hair et al. (2010) a sample size 
minimum of 100 is needed for models with five or fewer constructs and a minimum of 
150 for models with seven constructs or less. In identifying sample size, using a 
conservative ratio, ten observations for each construct was reported optimal by Miller and 
Kunce (1973) and Halinski and Feldt (1970).   
The first and third models have four constructs. Sitkin and Weingart (1995) tested 
a similar model with four constructs using a sample size of 38 respondents. They 
conducted a second test using three constructs and a sample size of 62. The second model 
has six constructs. While a data set of more than 100 observations is optimal, Pablo 
(1997) used a sample size of 58 to test a model with six constructs. Using the 
conservative number of ten observations and Hair’s sample size for smaller models, a 
sample size of 100 would be a minimum.   
3.3.3 The pilot study.  A pilot study was conducted in which 39 supply chain 
managers working with companies in southeast Alabama were mailed the survey.  A 
reminder call was made approximately a week after the surveys were mailed. All returned 
surveys but one were fully completed.  Those completing the survey were offered an 
incentive of $10 cash, a $10 donation to Wounded Warrior Project, or no compensation.  





The response rate for this mailed survey was 36 percent with 14 completed surveys 
returned.     
Changes were made to the survey instrument following the pilot study.   A 
measure of firm size by “number of employees” was added as a control variable. Firm 
size may affect a firm’s organizational actions and inertia (Bode, Wagner, Petersen, & 
Ellram, 2011; Chattopadhyay et al., 2001).  The risk perception scenario question was 
moved forward to become the second set of questions to take advantage of the idea that 
as an early response, the question will more likely be completed (Schuman & Presser, 
1981).  The survey incorporated Likert-type scales with a seven point range. Dillman, 
Smyth, and Christian (2009) stated this is an optimal number of response categories with 
more scale points yielding only modest gains in reliability and validity.  To help avoid 
question order effects questions were listed in no discernible order (Dillman, Smyth, & 
Christian, 2009).  Two of the four items associated with the scenario were reversed 
questions.  These were changed to give a consistency to the answers and cut the 
likelihood of incorrect recording of answers when analyzing the data.   
3.3.4 Final data collection.  Final data for this research were gathered from 
September 2014 to January 2015.  Potential respondents were sent an email that included 
a solicitation for the person’s participation in the research, an explanation of the research, 
a promise of confidentiality, and a link to the survey.  As incentive, each participant was 





no incentive.  A follow-up email was sent approximately one week after the initial email. 
For each contact, the survey remained open for approximately two weeks. 
To collect responses for this research, emails were first sent to a random 1,000 
names members purchased from and selected by a national supply chain management 
organization. Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia were excluded from this list.  The initial 
emailing to the national organization was anticipated to provide the responses.  But if the 
responses were not received, then companies and organizations from these three states 
would be contacted using other available sources. By not including these three states in 
the initial mailing, it would help lower the possibility of duplicate responses if these 
additional contacts were needed (Steel, Schwendig, & Kilpatrick, 1992). 
After experiencing a low response rate from this initial emailing, additional steps 
were taken. I attended the late September annual conference of the same national supply 
chain management and asked attendees with whom I came in contact to participate in the 
research. Those agreeing were sent the email.  Once they had been emailed and sent a 
reminder, additional responses were still needed. Direct telephone contacts were then 
made with firms and organizations in Alabama, Georgia, and Mississippi identified 
through manufacturing directories and listings found on the Internet.  This took a bit 
more than two months but the final result was more than 100 complete responses.   
Two hundred manufacturing firms with more than 50 employees in or with 
facilities in Mississippi were also emailed surveys.  One hundred seven supply chain 





were emailed with no response. The completed responses for the three e-mailings to 
1,307 people were 35 responses started (2.68 percent) and 25 fully completed (1.91 
percent).    
Attendees of the above national supply chain management organization’s annual 
conference were personally contacted and asked to participate in the research.  Emails 
were sent to 109 who agreed to participate. The results were 65 responses started (59.6 
percent) with 53 completed surveys submitted of which two included unanswered 
questions.  This resulted in a total of 51 fully completed responses (46.8 percent).   
Telephone solicitation was then incorporated using industrial lists from 
Mississippi, Georgia, and Alabama, making sure to not use persons who earlier received 
e-mailed requests.  A total of 143 calls were made in which contact was made with the 
potential participant.  Two declined due to company policies on surveys and two were not 
interested.  Of the 139 persons sent an email with a link to the survey, 27 surveys were 
submitted and all were fully completed responses for a response rate of 19.4 percent.  The 
sample size of 1,551 resulted in a total of 127 responses (8.19 percent).  Twenty-two 
were submitted incomplete and an additional two were removed for missing data.  This 













 This chapter presents the results of the analysis of this data collected for this 
study.  CFAs were conducted and additional analyses were conducted to support the 
constructs’ validity and reliability.  To determine hypotheses support, regression analysis 
was conducted.  The interrelationships and correlations of the constructs, as well as 
findings from the testing of the hypotheses are presented. 
4.2 Evaluating the Measurement Models 
4.2.1 Evaluating model 1.  The first measurement model focuses on the constructs 
of risk preferences, outcome history, risk propensity, and risk behavior.  The model was 
initially tested using a total of 19 items to measure the four constructs.  The inclusion of 
the 3-item marker variable, choosing restaurants, increased the total items to 22.  
Included in the CFA were the four control variables: age, years of experience, focus of 
the organization, and number of employees.   
The initial CFA reported a model fit (CMIN/DF = 1.48, CFI = .87, RMSEA = .07, 
and GFI = .795, p < 0.001) with the CFI (.87) below the guideline of >0.9 (Hair et al., 
2010). One item on the outcome history construct reported a negative standardized 




CFA resulted in a 21-item model. All items were positive and acceptable fit was 
reported. Factor loadings for the final measurement model are summarized in Table 15.   
 





Factor - Risk Behavior  
Our organization works with our supply chain partners to make sure our supply chain is 
more transparent. 
0.87 
Our organization is actively pursuing ways to create a more open information sharing. 0.89 
Our organization has extensive business continuity/contingency plans for addressing 
supply chain risks. 
0.65 
In our organization, an employee/team is dedicated to supply chain risk management. 0.58 
When possible, we take steps to guard against supply chain related risks. 0.59 
Factor - Risk Preferences  
I like the feeling that comes with taking risks. 0.79 
I like to make risk-related decisions when large sums of money are involved. 0.82 
I like to do things that almost paralyze me with fear 0.60 
When it comes to decisions, I consider myself a risk taker. 0.84 
The greater the risk, the more fun the challenge. 0.84 
Factor – Outcome History  
To what extent have problems resulted from your past decisions involving risky 
situations? 
0.63 
To what degree has risk in the supply chain led to financial losses in your past 
experience? 
0.86 
To what extent have supply chain risks impacted the operation of organizations with 
whom you have worked? 
0.58 
Factor - Risk Propensity  
Assume you face a decision that affects your organization’s financial future.  Given this 
circumstance, how would you rate: 
 
… the likelihood that you would choose risky alternatives based on the assessment of 
others? 
0.73 
… the likelihood that you would choose risky alternatives which rely upon analyses 
high in technical complexity? 
0.70 
… the likelihood that you would choose risky alternatives which could have a major 
impact on the strategic direction of your organization? 
0.84 
… the likelihood that you would initiate a strategic corporate action which has the 
potential to backfire? 
0.72 
… the likelihood that you would support a decision when you are aware that relevant 
analyses were done while missing several pieces of information? 
0.53 
Marker Variable – Choosing Restaurants  
I choose restaurants based on the quality of service 0.92 
I choose restaurants based on the opinions of others 0.18 





The second CFA with the resulting 21-item model suggests acceptable model fit 
(CMIN /DF = 1.43, CFI = .88, RMSEA = .065 and GFI = .81, p < 0.001).  The reliability, 
for the four constructs as reported using Cronbach’s alpha, were risk behavior = 0.85, risk 
preference = 0.83, outcome history = 0.71, and risk propensity = 0.83.  The marker 
variable did not report acceptable reliability (0.44).  The alphas and the model fit are 
summarized in Table 16. 
Table 16. Model 1 - Alphas and Model Fit Indices  
Construct Alpha 
  
Risk Behavior 0.85 
Risk Preferences 0.83 
Outcome History 0.71 
Risk Propensity 0.83 
Choosing Restaurants 0.44 
 
Model Fit  CMIN/DF  CFI  RMSEA  GFI 
Initial 22-item Model*  1.48  .87  .07  .795 
Final 21-item Model*  1.43  .88  .065  .81 
CMIN/DF = Discrepancy Minimum Value/Degrees of Freedom;  
CFI = Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA = Root-Mean-Square Error of 
Approximation; GFI = Goodness of Fit 
 
4.2.1.1 Discriminant Validity.  To test for discriminant validity, the Fornell-
Larcker (1981) criterion was used.  To provide evidence of discriminant validity, the 
variance extracted should be greater than the square of the correlation between the model 
factors. Of the four model constructs three reached the AVE guideline of 0.50 minimum 
or higher (Hair et al., 2011).  The AVE for outcome history was 0.49.  The AVE for the 
marker variable choosing restaurants was 0.34.  AVE totals are shown in Table 17.  The 




thereby exhibiting discriminant validity.  This is reported in Table 17.  The table also 
includes the mean and standard deviation (SD) for each model construct.   
4.2.1.2 Common Methods Variance.  To test for common methods variance, the 
correlations between the variables were reviewed (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & 
Podsakoff, 2003).  As shown in Table 17 low correlations between the control variables 
and the other variables suggest common methods variance concerns are less of an issue.  
4.2.1.3 Findings from the Discriminant Validity Scale Statistics.  The highest 
correlation as reported in Table 17 is between risk preference and risk propensity.  This 
statistically significant relationship (0.35, p < 0.001) appears to support the hypothesis of 
this study that risk preference is a predictor of risk propensity. Significance exists 
between the construct risk behavior and the control variable number of employees (0.04, 
p < 0.1).  One possible conclusion from this is that an organization’s number of 
employees affects risk behavior.  Significance exists between the construct outcome 
history and the control variable years with current employer (0.01, p < 0.1).  One possible 
conclusion from this is that those responding have likely been working with the 
organization long enough to develop a history with risk behavior outcomes.  
4.2.1.4 Hypotheses Testing.  Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 predict a positive 
relationship with risk propensity.  Linear regressions were run to test these hypotheses.  
Given the low overall construct correlations, the marker variable was not included in the 
regressions.  The first regression was with the control variables only. For the second 
regression, the constructs were added.  Overall, the model provided an R2 of 0.28.  This 




Table 17. Model 1 - Discriminant Validity Scale Statistics 
Correlations (squared), AVE, Means, and Standard Deviation 
 RB RP OH PRO MV AGE YRS FCS EMP 
RB 0.53         
RP 0.06*** 0.62        
OH 0.02 0.07*** 0.49       
PRO 0.01 0.35* 0.04 0.51      
MV 0.11*** 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.35     
AGE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 ---    
YRS 0.00 0.01 0.04**** 0.00 0.04 0.05*** ---   
FCS 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 ---  
EMP 0.04**** 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.05*** 0.03**** 0.04**** --- 
Mean 4.71 3.08 4.70 3.12 8.38 3.20 3.40 2.41 3.70 
SD 1.53 1.32 1.25 1.18 1.54 1.31 1.47 1.65 1.42 
n = 103;  Significant at *p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.05, ****p < 0.1 
RB = Risk Behavior; RP = Risk Preference; OH = Outcome History; PRO = Risk Propensity; 
MV = marker variable Choosing Restaurants; Control Variables: AGE = age; YRS = Years 
with Current Employer; FCS = Focus of the Organization; EMP = Number of 
Employees; SD = Standard deviation 
AVE for each construct is shown in bold on the diagonal. 
 
16.76) from the first regression with control variables only (R2 = 0.03).  Hypothesis 1 
states that an individual’s risk preference is positively associated with the individual’s 
propensity to take risk.  A significant positive relationship was reported (β = .48; p < 
0.001).  The results indicate the hypothesis is supported.  In Hypothesis 2 the relationship 
between outcome history and risk propensity was not statistically significant and was not 
supported.  Table 18 presents the results of regression tests for these two hypotheses.   
Hypothesis 3 posited a positive relationship between an individual’s risk 
propensity and risk behavior.  This hypothesis was not supported as it was not statistical 
significant. The model provided an R2 of 0.04. There was no R2 change between the two 
regressions. The regression does report significance in the relationship between risk 
behavior and number of employees (β = 0.21; p < 0.1). As stated earlier, the number of 




Table 18. Risk Preference and Outcome History Predicting Risk Propensity 
Dependent variable: Risk Propensity 
Independent variables: Risk Preference, Outcome History 
Control variables: Age, Years at Organization, Number of Employees, Company Focus 
 
Step 1. Control Variables  
Construct Β t-value 
Age -0.04 -0.39 
Years at Organization -0.03 -0.29 
Number of Employees  0.15  1.41 
Company Focus -0.59 -0.57 
   
R2  0.03  
Adjusted R2 -0.01  
Change in R2  0.03  
F change  0.73  
 
Step 2. Independent Variables and Control Variables 
Construct Β t-value 
Risk Preference  0.48*  5.30 
Outcome History -0.08 -0.88 
   
Age -0.04 -0.47 
Years at Organization  0.02  0.19 
Number of Employees  0.08  0.91 
Company Focus -0.05 -0.50 
   
R2  0.28  
Adjusted R2  0.24  
Change in R2  0.25  
F change 16.76*  
n = 103;  Significant at *p <0 .001, **p < 0.01, ***p <0 .05, ****p < 0.1 
 
relationship is reported in regressions run for the hypotheses where risk behavior is the 
dependent variable. Results of this regression analysis are reported in Table 19. 
4.2.2 Evaluating Model 2.  The second measurement model consists of six multi-
item constructs – risk propensity, problem domain familiarity, leadership influence, 




Table 19. Hypotheses 3 – Risk Propensity Predicting Risk Behavior  
Dependent variable: Risk Behavior 
 
Step 1.  Control Variables  
Construct Β t-value 
Age  0.06  0.62 
Years at Organization  0.03  0.33 
Number of Employees  0.21***  1.99 
Company Focus -0.05 -0.54 
   
R2  0.04  
Adjusted R2  0.001  
Change in R2  0.04  
F change  1.02  
 
Step 2. Independent Variable and Control Variables 
Construct Β t-value 
Risk Propensity   0.01  0.08 
   
Age   0.06  0.62 
Years at Organization   0.03  0.33 
Number of Employees   0.21****  1.95 
Company Focus  -0.05 -0.53 
   
R2   0.04  
Adjusted R2   0.01  
Change in R2   0.00  
F change   0.01  
n = 103; Significant at *p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, ***p <0.05, ****p < 0.1 
 
perception - and the three-item marker variable. These constructs were measured initially 
with 28 items.  The CFA included the four control variables: age, years, of experience, 
focus of the organization, and number of employees. 
The initial CFA reported a negative variance on one of the organization control 
system outcome variables.  The negative item was removed and the CFA ran without 
further inadmissible negative variance.  The initial model fit reported a CFI < 0.9 and a 




 Two additional CFAs were run. A second item under organization control system 
outcome was eliminated. There was a difference in the four scale items. The two items 
removed dealt with management rating the individual’s performance.  The two remaining 
questions dealt with management wanting results.  The items removed exhibited low 
standardized regression weights that resulted in AVEs below 0.50. Removing these 
problem items under organization control system-outcome resulted in a two-item 
construct with an AVE of 0.56.   
In the final CFA a risk perception item was removed. Three of the four risk 
perception items were reporting regression weights less than 0.05.  The item “Potential 
for Loss/Potential for Gain” was removed.  The wording this question appears to have 
been broader in definition than the other items used to measure risk perception. The 
words loss and gain have multiple meanings and people could interpret its meaning here 
differently.  After removing the one item with a high regression weight (0.809), the other 
three items reported weights more than 0.5. The resulting three-measure construct still 
exhibited a low AVE (0.33) and low Cronbach’s alpha (0.59).  Additional analysis was 
conducted removing an item, but this made no improvements in the AVE.  As there was 
already a two-item construct in this model, no further action was taken. The final model 
contains 25 items and the model had acceptable fit (CMIN/DF = 1.29, CFI = 0.93; 
RMSEA = 0.05; GFI = 0.82).  Factor loadings for the final measurement model are 











Factor - Risk Propensity  
Assume you face a decision that affects your organization’s financial future.  Given this 
circumstance, how would you rate: 
 
… the likelihood that you would choose risky alternatives based on the assessment of others? 0.72 
… the likelihood that you would choose risky alternatives which rely upon analyses high in 
technical complexity? 
0.71 
… the likelihood that you would choose risky alternatives which could have a major impact 
on the strategic direction of your organization? 
0.86 
… the likelihood that you would initiate a strategic corporate action which has the potential to 
backfire? 
0.71 
… the likelihood that you would support a decision when you are aware that relevant analyses 
were done while missing several pieces of information? 
0.53 
Factor – Problem Domain Familiarity  
How much experience would you say you have with supply chain disruptions? 0.78 
What level of impact has past experience with supply chain disruptions colored your 
perception of supply chain disruption risks? 
0.65 
How familiar are you with the potential ramifications of a supply chain disruption, based on 
your personal experience? 
0.78 
How frequently have you dealt with supply chain risks when making decisions at your current 
or previous jobs? 
0.71 
Factor – Leadership Influence  
Members of management in my organization think I should contribute ideas that reduce risks 
of supply chain disruptions 
0.94 
Members of management in my organization would encourage employees to think of ways to 
reduce supply chain disruption occurrences. 
0.81 
Members of management in my organization want me to reduce risks of supply chain 
disruptions 
0.94 
I feel under pressure from members of management to reduce the risks of supply chain 
disruptions 
0.51 
Factor – Organization Control System-Process  
When it comes to decisions regarding the risk of possible supply chain disruptions  
My company’s management makes sure everyone knows “what to do and how to do it.” 0.80 
My company’s management stays in close contact with me. 0.93 
I don’t have much contact with my company’s management (R) 0.64 
Management here stays very well informed of the company’s supply chain department’s 
activities 
0.82 
Factor – Organization Control System – Outcome  
Only tangible results in reducing supply chain disruption risks matter to my manager. 0.46 
My manager does not care what I do as long as I can demonstrate supply chain disruption 
risks are lowered.  
0.96 
Factor – Risk Perception  
How would you characterize the decision faced by Albert Standin?  
Significant threat/Significant opportunity 0.48 
Negative situation/Positive situation 0.66 
What is the likelihood of Outcome Industries succeeding at getting the new product to market 
on schedule? 
 





Marker Variable – Choosing Restaurants  
I choose restaurants based on the quality of service 0.79 
I choose restaurants based on the opinions of others 0.26 




Table 21. Model 2 - Alpha and Model Fit Indices  
Construct Alpha 
  
Risk Propensity 0.83 
Problem Domain Familiarity 0.81 
Leadership Influence 0.86 
Organization Control System-Process 0.86 
Organization Control System-Outcome 0.44a 
Risk Perception 0.57 
Choosing Restaurants 0.44 
 
Model Fit Indices  CMIN/DF  CFI  RMSEA  GFI 
Initial 28-item Model*  1.77  0.79  0.09  0.75 
Final 25-item Model**  1.25  0.93  0.05  0.81 
CMIN/DF = Discrepancy Minimum Value/Degrees of Freedom ;  CFI = Comparative 
Fit Index, RMSEA = Root-Mean-Square Error of Approximation, GFI = Goodness of 
Fit Index; atwo-factor construct correlation 
 
4.2.2.1 Discriminant validity.  When reviewing the variance extracted, the AVE 
of all constructs was greater than the square of the correlation between the factor and 
other factors to provide evidence of discriminant validity. All constructs thereby 
exhibited discriminant validity.  This is reported in Table 22.   
4.2.2.2 Common methods variance.  To test for common methods variance, the 
correlations between the variables were reviewed (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & 
Podsakoff, 2003).  The low correlations suggest common methods variance concerns are 
less of an issue.   The results are shown in Table 22. 
4.2.2.3 Findings from the discriminant validity scales statistics.  A significant 




variable age. One conclusion from this is that with age comes familiarity with the 
problem domain.  A significant relationship (p < 0.01) was also found between leadership 
influence and organizational focus.  A possible conclusion from this is that the 
importance supply chain professionals give to the influence of leadership important 
influence in risk behavior decisions appears to be affected the organization’s focus. 
 The marker variable was statistically significant with problem domain familiarity, 
leadership influence, outcome control system – process, and outcome control system – 
outcome.  This may result from survey participants associating the decision to try new 
restaurants as having risk.  The significance and correlation are discounted by the low 
AVE (0.35) and low alpha (44) found with this variable. 
Table 22. Model 2 - Discriminant Validity Scale Statistics  
 
 PRO PDF LI OCSP OCSO RPC MV AGE YRS FCS 
PRO 0.51          
PDF  0.00 0.53         
LI 0.02 0.38* 0.68        
OCSP 0.01 0.09*** 0.20* 0.65       
OCS
O 
0.05*** 0.03 0.00 0.06*** 0.58      
RPC 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.10*** 0.05 0.32     
MV 0.00 0.15*** 0.19** 0.36** 0.08*** 0.00 0.32    
AGE 0.01 0.06*** 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.04 ---   
YRS 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.05**** 0.05*** ---  
FCS 0.00 0.01 0.09** 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.00*** 0.01 0.01 --- 
EMP 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.05*** 0.03**** 0.04***
* 
Mean 3.12 5.46 5.21 5.28 4.37 3.80 8.38 3.20 3.40 2.41 
SD 1.18 1.15 1.38 1.42 1.55 1.15 1.54 1.31 1.47 1.65 
n = 103;  Significant at *p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, ***p <0.05, ****p < 0.1 
PRO = Risk Propensity; PDF = Problem Domain Familiarity; LI – Leadership Influence; 
OCSP = Organization Control System – Process; OCSO = Organization Control System – 
Output; RPC = Risk Perception; MV = marker variable Choosing Restaurants; Control 
variables: AGE = Age; YRS = Years with current employer; FCS = Focus of the 
Organization; EMP = Number of Employees; SD = Standard deviation. 
 
4.2.2.4 Hypotheses testing.  Hypotheses 4 through 7 predict a negative 




perception.  Linear regressions were run to test these hypotheses.  Given the low overall 
construct correlations, the marker variable was not included in the regressions.  Each 
regression was first run with the control variables and the dependent variable.  A second 
regression added the independent variables.  Differences in R2 between the regressions 
are reported. 
Hypothesis 4 states an individual’s risk propensity is negatively associated with 
the individual’s level of risk perception.  The findings were not found to be statistically 
significant.  Therefore, Hypothesis 4 is not supported.  Hypothesis 5 states an individual’s 
level of problem domain familiarity is negatively associated to the individual’s risk 
perception. Hypothesis 6 states leadership influence is negatively associated with the 
individual’s risk perception. However, statistical significance was not found for either 
Hypothesis 5 or Hypothesis 6 and therefore, they were not supported.   
Hypothesis 7 states an organizational control system based on process is 
negatively associated with an individual’s risk perception.  The result for this was 
positive and significant (β = 0.29; p < 0.05).  Therefore, Hypothesis 7 was not supported.  
Past research has stated that in organizations with control systems individuals perceive 
lower risks and people are more risk adverse (Sitkin & Pablo, 1992; Cravens, et. al, 
1993).  This finding could reflect the weakness of the construct (AVE = 0.32; α = 0.57).  
Hypothesis 8 proposes a positive association of an organizational control system based on 
outcome. Hypothesis 8 was not found to be statistically significant and was not 




independent variables 0.13.  Adding the independent variables changed the R2 value 
(0.09).  The regression tests findings for these hypotheses are exhibited in Table 23. 
 
Table 23. Predicting Risk Perception  
Step 1. Control Variables   
Construct  Β t-value 
Age  0.04  0.39 
Years at Organization  0.16  1.50 
Number of Employees  0.04  0.36 
Company Focus -0.14 -1.32 
   
R2  0.04  
Adjusted R2  0.001  
Change in R2  0.04  
F change  1.03  
 
Step 2. Independent Variables and Control Variables  
Construct β t-value 
Risk Propensity  0.08  1.10 
Problem Domain Familiarity  0.11  1.30 
Leadership Influence -0.19 -1.42 
Organizational Control System Process  0.29***  2.57 
Organizational Control System Outcome -0.12 -1.20 
   
Age  0.03  0.28 
Years at Organization  0.14  1.14 
Number of Employees  0.02  0.15 
Company Focus -0.18**** -1.69 
   
R2  0.13  
Adjusted R2  0.04  
Change in R2  0.09  
F change  1.86  
n = 103;  Significant at *p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, ***p <0.05, ****p < 0.1 
 
4.2.3 Evaluating model 3.  The third measurement model includes four constructs 
– risk propensity, risk perception, managerial disruption perspective, and risk behavior - 




variables: age, years of experience, focus of the organization, and number of employees.  
The initial CFA resulted with the construct risk perception reporting an AVE below 0.5 
and poor model fit (CMIN/DF = 1.78; CFI = 0.82; RMSEA = 0.09; GFI = 0.76).  The 
same item that was a problem in the second model on risk perception reported a 
standardized regression weight below 0.5.  It was removed and the CFA was conducted 
again.  This resulted in an increased AVE on risk perception (0.41) but not above 0.5.  To 
improve model fit a managerial disruption perspective item and then a risk behavior item 
were removed.  The managerial disruption perspective item focused on the individual’s 
pride while the other items involved the individual and interaction with the organization, 
employees and management team. The risk behavior item removed dealt with having 
business continuity/contingency plans for addressing supply chain risk.  The other risk 
behavior scale items included action such as works, pursuing, and taking steps.  The 
model fit improved (CMIN/DF = 1.50; CFI = 0.86; RMSEA = 0.07; GFI = 0.80).  The 
results of the final CFA with the final 20-item model are presented in Table 24 and Table 
25. 
4.2.3.1 Discriminant validity.  Discriminant validity was verified using Table 26.  
The variance extracted is greater that the square of the correlation between the factor and 
other factors to provide evidence of discriminant validity.  All four constructs exhibited 
discriminant validity. 
4.2.3.2 Common methods variance.  To test for common methods variance, the 
correlations between the variables were reviewed (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & 




the independent variables suggesting common methods variance concerns are less of an 
issue. 
 





Factor - Risk Propensity  
Assume you face a decision that affects your organization’s financial future.  Given this 
circumstance, how would you rate: 
 
… the likelihood that you would choose risky alternatives based on the assessment of 
others? 
0.71 
… the likelihood that you would choose risky alternatives which rely upon analyses high 
in technical complexity? 
0.71 
… the likelihood that you would choose risky alternatives which could have a major 
impact on the strategic direction of your organization? 
0.86 
… the likelihood that you would initiate a strategic corporate action which has the 
potential to backfire? 
0.71 
… the likelihood that you would support a decision when you are aware that relevant 
analyses were done while missing several pieces of information? 
0.51 
Factor – Risk Behavior  
Our organization works with our supply chain partners to make sure our supply chain is 
more transparent. 
0.86 
Our organization is actively pursuing ways to create a more open information sharing 
environment with our supply chain partners.  
0.92 
In our organization, an employee/team is dedicated to supply chain risk management. 0.55 
When possible, we take steps to guard against supply chain related risks. 0.55 
Factor – Risk Perception  
How would you characterize the decision faced by Albert Standin?  
Significant threat/Significant opportunity 0.49 
Negative situation/Positive situation 0.72 
What is the likelihood of Outcome Industries succeeding at getting the new product to 
market on schedule? 
0.51 
Factor – Managerial Disruption Perspective  
When it comes to behaviors associated with potentially risky supply chain disruptions:   
I find that my values and the organization’s values are very similar. 0.74 
Employees acknowledge my experience in handling supply chain disruptions. 0.54 
Frequent communications occur between employees and the management team within this 
organization. 
0.89 
There is a generally cooperative atmosphere within our organization toward seeking 
solutions. 
0.80 
Company employees are encouraged to express their own ideas and opinions.  0.81 
Marker Variable – Choosing Restaurants  
I choose restaurants based on the quality of service 0.50 
I choose restaurants based on the opinions of others 0.40 







Table 25. Model 3 – Alphas and Model Fit Indices 
Construct Alpha 
Risk Propensity 0.83 
Risk Behavior 0.81 
Risk Perception 0.64 
Managerial Disruption Perspective 0.87 
Choosing Restaurants 0.44 
 
Model  CMIN/DF  CFI  RMSEA  GFI 
Initial 23-item Model*  1.78  0.82  0.09  0.76 
Final 20-item Model*  1.50  0.86  0.07  0.80 
CMIN/DF = Discrepancy Minimum Value/Degrees of Freedom;   
CFI = Comparative Fit Index; RMSEA = Root-Mean-Square Error of 
Approximation; GFI = Goodness of Fit Index 
 
4.2.3.3. Findings from the discriminant validity scale statistics.  The variable risk 
perception reported significance with risk propensity (p < 0.05), risk behavior (p < 0.01), 
and managerial disruption perspective (p < 0.05).  This could possibly be attributed to the 
variable’s lack of reliability.  Once again the findings show the significance of the risk 
behavior/number of employees relationship (p < 0.1). 
Table 26. Model 3 - Discriminant Validity Scale Statistics  
 
 PRO RB RPC MDP MV AGE YRS FCS EMP 
PRO 0.50         
RB  0.01 0.55        
RPC 0.15** 0.05**** 0.36       
MDP 0.00 0.22* 0.05***
* 
0.59      
MV 0.01 0.12*** 0.01 0.30** 0.42     
AGE 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.06**** ---    
YRS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.08**** 0.05*** ---   
FCS 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 ---  
EMP 0.02 0.03**** 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.05*** 0.03**** 0.04**** --- 
Mean 3.11 4.70 3.88 5.46 8.38 3.21 3.38 2.37 3.69 
SD 1.19 1.52 1.12 1.19 1.54 1.32 1.45 1.64 1.41 
n = 103;  Significant at *p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, ***p <0.05, ****p < 0.1 
PRO = Risk Propensity; RB = Risk Behavior; RPC = Risk Perception; MDP = 
Managerial Disruption Perspective. MV = Marker variable Choosing Restaurants; 
Control variables: AGE = Age; YRS = Years with Current Employer; FCS = Focus of 




4.2.3.4 Hypotheses testing.  Hypothesis 9 predicts a negative relationship with the 
individual’s risk perception and the individual’s undertaking of risk behavior.  A linear 
regression was run to test the hypothesis.  Given the low overall construct correlations, 
the marker variable was not included in the regressions.  The first was run with the 
control variables with a resulting R2 of 0.036. The second regression in which the 
independent variable was added resulted in an R2 of 0.044.  The relationship was not 
statistically significant.  There was a slight change in R2 of 0.007 in the two regressions.  
The results, as reported in Table 27, indicate the hypothesis is not supported. 
 Hypothesis 10 predicts that an individual’s managerial disruption perspective has 
a moderating association with the relationship between risk perception and risk behavior.  
The hypothesis was tested through moderated linear regressions.  When managerial 
disruption perspective was tested with the construct risk perception, the interaction was  
not significant.  However, the relationship between managerial description perspective 
and risk behavior was significant, indicating a direct linkage (β = 0.46; p < 0.001). The 
model provided an R2 of 0.24 when adding the second independent variable managerial 
disruption perspective compared to R2 of 0.04 in Table 27, Step 2.  This is a change in R2 
of 0.20 with a significant (p < 0.001) F change (F[1, 96 = 24.35).  The results of this 
linear regression are reported in Table 28. 
A regression was run to test for moderation.  For this regression a moderator 
variable was created by multiplying risk perception and managerial disruption 
perspective.  Risk perception was found to have a significant negative relationship with 




perspective was found to be a significant moderator of the risk behavior/risk perception 
relationship (β = 0.88; p < 0.1).  Hypothesis 10 was supported.  Overall, the moderator 
provided an R2 of 0.26. This represents a change in R2 of 0.02 with a significant (p < 0.1) 
F change (F[1,95] = 3.02) when the moderator was added. The findings are reported in 
Table 29. 
Table 27. Hypothesis 9 – Predicting Risk Behavior with Risk Perception 
 
Step 1. Control Variables  
Construct Β t-value 
Age  0.06  0.54 
Years at Organization  0.01  0.08 
Number of Employees  0.20****  1.89 
Company Focus -0.05 -0.52 
   
R2  0.036  
Adjusted R2 -0.003  
Change in R2  0.36  
F change  0.93  
 
Step 2.  Independent Variable and Control Variables 
Construct Β t-value 
Risk Perception  0.09  0.86 
   
Age  0.05  0.50 
Years at Organization -0.01 -0.05 
Number of Employees  0.19****  1.86 
Company Focus -0.04 -0.40 
   
R2  0.044  
Adjusted R2 -0.01  
Change in R2  0.007  
F change  0.74  







Table 28. Hypothesis 10 – Predicting Risk Behavior with Risk Perception and 
Managerial Disruption Perspective – Direct Paths 
 
Construct β t-value 
Risk Perception  0.001  0.01 
Managerial Disruption Perspective  0.46*  4.94 
   
Age  0.09  0.93 
Years at Organization -0.07 -0.78 
Number of Employees  0.17****  1.79 
Company Focus -0.03 -0.37 
   
R2  0.24  
Adjusted R2  0.19  
Change in R2  0.20   
F change 24.35*  
n = 103; Significant at *p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, ***p <0.05, ****p < 0.1 
 
Table 29. Hypothesis 10 - Examining Moderation Effects of Managerial Disruption 
Perspective on the Risk Behavior/Risk Perception Relationship – Direct and 
Moderated Paths 
 
Construct β t-value 
Risk Perception -0.65**** -1.69 
Managerial Disruption Perspective -0.004 -0.15 
   
Risk Perception*Managerial Disruption Perspective  0.88****  1.74 
   
Age  0.05  0.57 
Years at Organization -0.08 -0.80 
Number of Employees  0.15  1.55 
Company Focus -0.04 -0.46 
   
R2  0.26  
Adjusted R2  0.21  
Change in R2  0.02  
F change  3.02****  
n = 103; Significant at *p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, ***p <0.05, ****p < 0.1 
 
Hypothesis 11 predicts an individual’s risk perception has a moderating 




risk perception moderates this relationship, linear regressions were run.  The first 
regression tests the control variables.  The second tests the relationship between risk 
propensity and risk perception and risk behavior.  This regression reported no significant 
in the relationship between risk perception and risk. The model provided an R2 of 0.05  
when adding the independent variables.  This is a 0.01change in R2 compared to the R2 of 
0.4 in the regression with the control variables.  The findings are reported in Table 30. 
Another regression was run to test for moderation.  For this regression a 
moderator variable was created by multiplying risk propensity and risk perception.  The 
relationship was found to not be statistically significant.  Hypothesis 11 is not supported.  
Overall, the model provided an R2 of 0.05 with no change when the moderator variable 















Table 30.  Hypothesis 11 – Predicting Risk Propensity/Risk Behavior with Risk 
Perception – Direct Paths 
 
Step 1. Control Variables  
Construct β t-value 
Age  0.06  0.54 
Years at Organization  0.01  0.08 
Number of Employees  0.20****  1.89 
Company Focus -0.05 -0.52 
   
R2  0.04  
Adjusted R2 -0.003  
Change in R2  0.04  
F change  0.93  
 
Step 2. Control Variables and Independent Variables 
Construct β t-value 
Risk Propensity  0.05  0.52 
Risk Perception  0.09  0.83 
   
Age  0.05  0.52 
Years at Organization -0.004 -0.03 
Number of Employees  0.19****  1.77 
Company Focus -0.04 -0.38 
   
R2  0.05  
Adjusted R2 -0.01  
Change in R2  0.01  
F change  0.48  











Table 31 Hypothesis 11 – Examining Moderation Effect of Risk Perception on the  
Risk Propensity/Risk Behavior Relationship – Direct and Moderated Paths 
   
Construct β t-value 
Risk Propensity -0.11 -0.31 
Risk Perception -0.03 -0.10 
   
Risk Propensity*Risk Perception  0.20  0.45 
   
Age  0.06  0.52 
Years at Organization -0.001 -0.01 
Number of Employees  0.19***  1.80 
Company Focus -0.49 -0.46 
   
R2  0.05  
Adjusted R2 -0.02  
Change in R2  0.00  
F change  0.21  














  This chapter discusses the dissertation research results, while presenting 
implications, further research ideas, and recommendations for scholars interested in 
investigating the results presented.  First, the chapter summarizes and discusses the 
research findings.  The research’s managerial and academic implications then follow.  
This is followed by study limitations, future research suggestions, and conclusions. 
5.2 Discussion 
 This study examined the Sitkin and Pablo (1992) model regarding its ability to 
serve as a valid fit to measure a supply chain manager’s risk propensity and risk 
perception.  The study also looked at whether an individual’s managerial disruption 
perspective affects a person’s risk perceptions with regards to behaviors involving risk. 
This study seeks to contribute to the understanding of an individual’s orientation to risky 
behavior. It contributes to this understanding as well by expanding the identification of 
variables, such as managerial disruption perspective, that explain a person’s reasons for 
the actions taken is a situation involving risk. 
To examine the Sitkin and Pablo (1992) model, the model was divided into three 
separate models.  This technique was used by both Sitkin and Weingart (1995) and Pablo 




history were evaluated as independent variables influencing risk propensity.  In the 
second model, risk propensity, problem domain familiarity, leadership influence, 
operation control system processes, and operation control system outcome were 
evaluated as independent variables influencing risk perception.  In the third model risk 
perception was evaluated as an independent variable influencing risk perception, as well 
as a moderator of risk propensity’s influence on risk behavior.  Managerial disruption 
perspective was also evaluated as a moderator of the influence risk perception has on risk 
behavior.  
5.2.1 Discussion of the first model.   In the first model risk preferences and 
outcome history are presented as antecedents of an individual’s risk propensity.  
Hypothesis 1 predicted an individual’s risk preferences are positively associated with the 
individual’s risk propensity.  Testing this through regression reported a significant 
positive relationship (β = 0.48, p < 0.001) supporting Hypothesis 1.  This differs with the 
finding of Pablo (1997) where the positive relationship did not achieve statistical 
significance.  This difference in findings could relate to how risk preference is presented.  
Pablo’s scale involved pursing business situations and preferences in participating in 
business situations that are “characterized by strategic risk, financial risk, and 
technological risk” (Pablo, 1997, p. 11).  This dissertation uses a scale that focuses on the 
excitement, fear, and challenges associated with risk (Zuckerman, 1979; Parhankangas & 
Hellstrom, 2007). There is also a difference in the persons participating in the study.  
Pablo bases her findings on 58 businessmen and my 103 person sample includes male 




questions and characteristics of selected respondents could affect the statistical 
significance of the results.  
Hypothesis 2 predicted an individual’s outcome history is positively associated 
with the individual’s risk propensity. In this study this hypothesis was not statistical 
significance.  This differs from Pablo’s (1997) finding of a statistical significant 
relationship.  Pablo’s scale centered on situations where the more risky alternative was 
chosen by the respondent.  This study used a combination of items from Sitkin and 
Weingart (1995) and Pablo (1997) with items focusing more on past situations in which 
the respondent participated or of which the respondent was aware.  The context of the 
questions and the respondents may have again been sufficient to affect the findings.   
  One of Sitkin and Pablo model’s key concepts was the idea that risk propensity 
served to mediate the relationship between an individual’s risk preferences and outcome 
histories and risk behavior.  The relationship is not statistically supported. This study 
used supply chain managers who work in an environment with rules, processes, and 
professional standards.  Their personal propensity to risk does not appear to affect their 
behavior when presented with an action involving risk.  Analysis also found that the 
control variables in this study explain four percent of the construct risk behavior.  When 
risk propensity was added this percentage did not change.  There are other factors outside 
the scope of this model that affect a person’s risk behavior in a work related situation. 
This finding agrees with the earlier findings of Sitkin and Weingart (1995) that risk 
propensity does not have a significant relationship with risk behavior and does not serve 




Low correlations were found between all factors in this model.  The highest 
correlation was 0.36 reported between risk preference and risk propensity (p < 0.001).  
All other correlations were 0.05 or less.  The low correlation of the factors and the failure 
of the relationships to achieve statistical significance also suggest risk propensity is not 
an important determinate of an individual’s risk behavior within a supply chain context.  
There is also significant correlation between risk behavior and the control variable 
number of employees (p < 0.1).  This significance is also reported in the regressions (β = 
0.21; p < 0.1). This would indicate the larger the organization the more likely the person 
is to take risk.  
5.2.2 Discussion of the Second Model.  In the second model, risk propensity, 
problem domain familiarity, leadership influence, operation control system processes, 
and operation control system outcome were evaluated as independent variables predicting 
risk perception.  The only predictor in this group found statistically significant was risk 
propensity, which was hypothesized to have a negative relationship with risk perception. 
Analysis found a statistically significant positive relationship however, a negative 
relationship had been hypothesized.  Organizational control system based on process was 
found to have a positive significance on risk perception (β = 0.29; p < 0.05), which does 
not support this study’s hypothesis of a negative relationship. This model also resulted in 
low correlation of the constructs.  These two results suggest that this portion of the model 
would not serve as an important determinate of an individual’s risk perception within a 
supply chain context. The scenario-based scale used in this study may not be the most 




did not find statistical significance.  Analysis found this construct to have low reliability 
(AVE = 0.32; α = 0.57).  Before accepting this finding a different scale should be 
developed and included in researching this relationship. 
5.2.3 Discussion of the third model.  In the third model risk perception was 
evaluated two ways.  First, as an independent variable influencing risk perception.  
Second, as a moderator of risk propensity’s influence on risk behavior.  Hypothesis 9 
predicts risk perception being positively related to risk behavior.  This relation was 
statistically insignificant.   
This study introduces managerial disruption perspective to the model. The factor 
managerial disruption perspective reported was found to explain 20 percent of risk 
behavior. This relationship was not predicted in this study.  The study hypothesized about 
managerial disruption perspective’s role as a moderator in the relationship between risk 
propensity and risk behavior.  Hypothesis 10 predicted an individual’s managerial 
disruption perspective has a moderating association with the relationship between risk 
perception and risk behavior. Managerial disruption perspective, when tested as a 
moderator, was statistically significant and was strong enough to provide statistical 
significance to the risk perception/risk behavior relationship.   
Hypothesis 11 predicted an individual’s risk perception has a moderating 
association with the relationship between risk propensity and risk behavior. This 
relationship was not found to be statistically significant and make no change the R2 value.  




 As with the other two models, this model resulted in low correlation of the 
constructs. There was found significance in the relationship of managerial disruption 
perspective to risk behavior. Past research has found that managers have different 
characteristics and have different motivations (e.g. Hambrick & Mason, 1984; Mitchell, 
1982). Their motives affect their approach to their organization (Davis, Schoorman, & 
Donaldson, 1997).  The significance found in this study supports the addition of this 
factor to explain an individual’s risk behavior through its direct relationship and as its 
moderation on risk perspective.   
5.2.4 Discussion of Managerial Implications.  In managing supply chains, nothing 
is more essential than having the right person with the right skills in the key position 
(Slone, Dittman, & Mentzer, 2010).  Supply chain managers by the very nature of their 
job are faced with situations that involve risk.  What affects the supply chain manager’s 
actions when faced with risk situations can help define the type of person an organization 
needs to have in the position.   
This study found an individual’s perception of risk is partially explained by their 
propensity to risk.  Their risk perception is also influenced by the process controls as set 
by the organization.  Supply chain managers appear to pay more attention to the 
organization’s structured processes to determine the amount of individual risk perceived 
in a situation. The greater emphasis placed on following the prescribed process, the lower 
the perception of risks. Yet supply chain managers do not let their perception of personal 




A direct relationship between risk behaviors and a person’s managerial disruption 
perspective was not predicted in this study.  This could affect the type of incentives 
designed to motivate the supply chain professional.  The person may be motivated by 
intrinsic incentives such as income, working conditions, and status (Cadoz-Diez et al, 
2005) or by extrinsic factors such as achievement, personal satisfaction, and recognition 
(Caldwell et al., 2008; Davis et al., 1997).  Understanding this could keep the supply 
chain motivated and committed to the organization.  
One last finding from this study regarding supply chain managers is that supply 
chain managers take their responsibilities seriously and follow the set procedures when a 
situation arises.  While they may have risk-related propensities, they do not interfere with 
their decisions.  They are true professionals who serve an important role for the company.  
5.2.5 Discussion of Academic Implications.  Current understanding of the role 
that supply chain managers serve in addressing or eliminating disruption risks and 
vulnerabilities is deficient.  One potential avenue to help fill this deficiency is a 
foundational study performed by Sitkin and Pablo (1992).  They proposed a conceptual 
model focused on specific predictors of an individual’s risk behavior from the individual, 
organizational, and problem-related perspectives.  A key contribution of their conceptual 
model is positing risk propensity and risk perception as mediators of risk behavior.  This 
challenges the direct effect model used by research on risk behavior.   
Risk propensity and risk perception appear not to be the predictors of risk 
behavior as originally proposed by the Sitkin and Pablo model.  Sitkin and Weingart 




study did not concur with the Sitkin and Weingart finding.  Neither factor was found to 
have significance in their roles as mediators.  My research supports the study by Pablo 
(1997) where significant support was not found for risk propensity predicting risk 
behavior. While my findings to not resolve the issue, it does point out the need for further 
research before more conclusive results can be achieved.  The weakness of the construct 
risk perception cannot be discounted in my findings.  The use of a different scale that 
strengthens the reliability of the construct may result in different findings.  
Sitkin and Pablo (1992) posited the use of risk perception as a predictor of risk 
behavior fallacious.  The relationship of risk perception to risk behavior had been 
suggested by past research, but the two authors’ analysis did not support the relationship. 
This current study fails to find statistical significance between risk perception and risk 
behavior, thereby supporting Sitkin and Pablo’s concerns.   
This dissertation hypothesized that managerial disruption perception could serve 
as a moderator of the risk perception and risk behavior relationship.  Managerial 
disruption perspective was found to have a direct relationship with risk behavior. This 
supports Godos-Diez et al. (2011) who also found it to significantly explain a substantial 
amount of situation factors.  This supports the use of this construct as a direct predictor of 
a manager’s behavior when faced with situational factors in their organization (Davis et 
al., 1977).  As a moderator, managerial disruption perspective appeared to impact on the 
relationship of risk perception and risk behavior. When it was added as a moderator, as 
earlier reported, the relationship of risk perception and risk behavior became statistically 




is significant support that a person’s managerial disruption perspective may affect the 
impact of risk perception on risk behavior.   
 Our findings advance extant literature by providing insight into the relationship of 
risk propensity and risk perception on risk behavior.  We offer empirical support that an 
individual’s risk behavior is not predicted by an individual’s risk propensity and risk 
perception.   Our work contributes to existing literature regarding the effect that an 
individual’s managerial disruption perspective has on risk behavior.  
5.3 Limitations 
 This study is limited by the sample size.  The number of usable responses           
(n = 103) meets minimum standards.  This number of usable responses can be justified 
when compared to other studies researching constructs included in this dissertation that 
have used sample sizes similar to our study. For example, Pablo (1987) used a sample 
size of 58 oil executives, Sitkin and Weingart (1995) used 38 MBA students, and 
Anderson and Mellor used a sample of 97 for a portion of their research. But it remains 
that a larger sample size would produce more stable solutions.   
 Data collection presented the study with another limitation.  Reminder calls were 
made after the initial receipt of the surveys.  This provides a possibility of response bias.  
However, there was no statistical significance on this distinction.  A second factor was 
the four month period over which data were collected.  Statistically significance between 
earlier and later responders on risk propensity and risk preference provided indication of 
possible response bias.  The data collection also involved blind emails, direct contact at a 




There was a statistically significant difference between those who responded to the blind 
emails versus those who responded to direct contact or to telephone contact.  In the 
original emailing to 1,000 supply chain professionals more than 75% of those sent the 
email ignored it completely. The personal contact approaches increased the person’s 
awareness and willingness to answer the survey.  As one person stated contact by phone 
told me, email requests for participating in research are numerous and often ignored, but 
because of the personal contact, he would participate.  Those personally contacted may 
have felt more obligation as they were asked for permission to email them a link to the 
survey.   
The survey instrument also affected the number of usable responses.  Thirteen 
people exited the survey upon reaching a question which included a two-paragraph 
scenario located early in the survey.  This question may not have been such a strong 
deterrent if it had been the last question.   
5.4 Future research 
This study supports the importance of managerial disruption perspective in better 
understanding behaviors to take when faced with decisions involving risk.  Some of the 
variables included in this study were shown to not influence risk behavior.  The need 
exists for future research to identify additional direct influencers of risk behavior.  Sitkin 
and Weingart (1995) first suggested other variables could be integrated into future 
research.  
Future research should continue to identify and develop scales to better measure 




designed for supply chain management research (Wagner & Bode, 2008).  Supply chain 
management is a developing field of research.  For future research to result in quality 
findings, attention should be paid to refining additional measures and scales. 
With increasing research in supply chain management, there is the likelihood of 
survey fatigue.  The low response rate for this research reflects the inundation with 
emails requesting participation in research surveys.  Future research in supply chain 
management needs to identify avenues which will result in a higher access to data 
without being dependent on self-reporting surveys.  
 5.5 Conclusion 
 Risk propensity and risk perception do not appear to predict an individual’s risk 
behavior in a supply chain context.  This research set out to test whether the Sitkin and 
Pablo model would be a good measure for testing supply chain professionals.  Based on 
this research, the Sitkin and Pablo (1992) model produces limited results when used as a 
predictor of an individual’s risk behavior.  The limitations of this study should motivate 
scholars to further investigate this model and subject.  The lack of statistical significance 
should lead to efforts to determine factors that better explain an individual’s risk 
behavior.  Managerial disruption perspective was added and found to directly influence 
an individual risk behavior and to moderate the relationship  of risk perception and risk 
behavior.  Further, continued theory development is warranted to identify other variables 
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